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-Gooa physical education is important in the developMent of the
strength, stamina, and physical fitness which contributes to sound
health.- Good physical education also contribetes to the develop-_ . .

mem of the ,motor skills which individuali need to ehgage in a ya-
'rieg of games, sports, and leisure time activities succes;fully.- Most
would agree that the healthy body and the athletic skills which
physical education helps to Oevelop aretessencial to everyone's edn-
catioit and fusure well-being. The development of sound health and

-athletic skills is important not Only in its owdright, but in other
ways as well., Their development directly affects the development

.4-various social skills and the inteiactions arnongdiadividuals_
ditionally,- because more and more leisure Cime is, becoming avail-
able to more people, the effective uge of recreational acinvines
front a health perspective will become increasingly impoitant in the
future. _Vow well this' will be accomplished depends directly on the
extent to which sound health practices and athlesic skills are being,
taught(to individuals while they are still In their formative fears in
school. The Of physical education, very clearly then, is to
develop lifelong Phyiical-fitness practices and athletic skills, rom
kindergarten through old ar.e.
_But regarlless of the best intentions of physical educators and

the welLestablished physkal education curricula, many individuals
report havirig had unsuccesSful physical education experiences in
school. (215) Also, many "ddri.'t acquir& the basic mottir skills
necessary for common ga_mes and sports (157), and many are not as
healthy, or physically fir Or active: as they should be for their own
welfare. (93)

.
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g firysical Fitness and Athletic Skills

there ue gross differencesjn the physical fitness and ath-

. _Aetir_Abilitics of indivicruals and although there is an alarming pro-
portion of people who are physieilly inacdve, overWeight7 andi=in--------

other ways phySicAly unfit, there is-every reason tO believe that this
tare of affairs can be spbsrantially improved. Tbis is based on the

proposition that physical fitness an0 athletic skills are- to a large part
learned behaviors.-If this is so, then one should be,able to teach ef-.-
fectively both physical fitness and athletic skills to those who ate in
their formative years. Qne should also be able to teach effectively
people with ineffective or,'maladaptivephysicalficriess and athleric
behaviors how to unlearn these bad habits-and substitute mdre
adaptive ones for themOt is.briteasonable to expect to_ produce
Olympic or professional athletes, but there is every reason tO
believe that the,overgl physical fitnessand athletic skills of most in-
dividuals can be improVed much beyond what they are -now if the
appropriate principles of learning are systematicAlly used as teach-

ing procedures in the gym.
.

Thar physical education skills are to a jarge extent learned be-
haviors may easily make common sense, but it is difficult ,to ap-
preciate chis fact fully unlesi 'a more concrete example can' be vi-

studized.' Visit any high school or college and look at the young
men and women there., They vary enormouslY in the extent to
which they. are physically fit, have poor posture, possess athletic
skills, or are overweight Then visit one of our military academies
and look at the young men and women there. They stand straight,
not a one of them is even moderately overweight, and they exhibit

very good physical !fitness and athletic abilities. Thete individuals
3are of-course specificall serected for these characteristics initially,

but after four years of sc (201, compared to any similar college class,

the academy cadets substantially maintain or enhance these charac-

teristics. Their college "eers do not. The important difference in

the experiences theY4ha e during these years is that one- group of

young men and woinen is consistently taught certain physical fit-

ness and athletic skills, r e other is n9t. The differences are readily

visible. -



Introdhaion

If_physical fitness and ath etk skills are to a-large extent learned,
then the important questions for physical educators to consider are
how-does one teach these skills .to young men and women, and
what does one do to get them to-continue to develop and maintain
these skills throu&hout their lives? Physical -educators taking this
approach will thus have to be concerned with finding out which
teaching principles (based on behaviciral research) can be used to
facilitate their curricular goals. They will also have to be concerned

. -with how they can specifically imblement these teaching principles
as a teehnology of teaching and as practical teaching proCedures'in
the gymnasium and on the playing fields.



EDUCATIONAL ANALYSES OF
ACHING PRINCIPLES AND

. PROCEDULES

In order to have a better appreciation of the behavior modification
approach to implementing the physical education curriculum, it is
necessary first to review briefly past ani present educational ap-
Proachef of improving teaching in the gymnasium. This will allow
one tbetnpare some of the similarities and differences of the pres-

, ent approach to the traditioralpnes. It should also help ope to ap-
preciate the potential promise the behavior mbdification approach
has for helping toz-implement' physiCal education curricula into
practice.

Traditional Educational Resiarch
in Physical Education
It has been suggested that watching what the teacher does in the ,

gym classseeing what happens _therewill help to uncover the
important priticiples of teachitig and teaching procedures which
disting.uisheffeL "ve from ineffective physical edkation teachers.
(4) Baied upon rrdçr 's Interaction Analysis (67), a number of
searchers have dç elopd a variety of different ways of caregoriziiutg

and recbrding at goe on berween teachers and their students
during physii educatin classes. ( 49,66,1 5 7, 1 59,248) iv though

_this research yield a variety of interesting findings, much of
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this information is jsierelydescriptive and, therefore, no't of any im-
mediiiie practical use to the physil educaticin teacher..Indeed,
even with this and other kinds ofresearch information, someshysi-

" cal educators admit that they don't know whit good teaching'is.in
physical-education (87), while others note that the very nature of
the underlying discipline of physical education is not quite clear to
the physical educationqrofession itself (207) In general, teachers
haven't been effthively translating available theory and research
findings intb classroom practice.

The article on "Research on Teaching Physical Education" (157)
in the Second Handbook on Researrh on Teaching (233) goes so far as
to state that the teaching of physical,education has little to do with
our present s4ientific -knowledge about learning, and that in
practice it has even less to do with our present knOwledge about 're-
search-on- teaching. While-the importance of research is clearly ac-
knowledged as necessary for improving the teacher's teaching and
the studenes learning, some individuals isuggest that the findings
and methodologies of a number of the.social sciences, includihg the

- discipline of psychology, may nor be of any practieal benefit to
physical educators. (170)

Physical eclucatprOre tiius faced with a paradoxical state .af-)fairs. On the one harfd the iMportance of research for tea
stressed by many members of the physical education profession.
But on the other hand mire than a few physical educators are quite
pessimisiic about what such a research-oriented approath has
yielded in the past; and what it miklit possibly deliver in the future.
What are physical education teachers to do, and where can they
look for guidance?

Several other sources of information have been readily available
for physical educators to consider in their quest to improve their
own teaching procedures and4 more iniportandy, their students'

° physical fitness and athIetic skills. First there are the vast numbers
of research studies on motor skills learning. (157,177,212) Un-

rtunately many of these types of studies are done in laboratory
settings where the subjects engage in experiments dealing with mo-
tor behaviors which may be quite unrelated to the everyday kinds
of physical education skills teachers in schools and colleges have to
teach their students. Quire a few other motor learning studies, ii
though they may deal with real-life athletic skills such as tennis



43), or archery (2qeporc no significant differences A-weert the
exPerimenral 1and irrol conditions of their studia:EVerf those

-, --- -.studiet'Which r do rr .sArtifiCant results iti their .expt_Etments I
. when de1ng with-such relevantfPhysical education skills b `bill

handlin 41), standing broad jump (37), or golf n27),,miti alio .
limiredi in use or even us.eless to physical education,=teacherg.

The _ behavioral principles and teathing_ Procedures -are= stated
neilher clearly ribr in sufficient detail by their researthees.-Tnrther- .-

ore the behavioral principles and procedures are rarely translated
i. practical concrete procedures-which, can be immediately used

achers in their gym classes. Such kinds of highly technical and
elk studies which, produce nonsignificant, insignificant,

ocal, incomprehensible, or untranslatable resufts are of
ed or little- help for assisting physical educatibn teachers 'in
lating their curriculums-into practice.

A second source readily available to physical education teachers
for imp their teaching procedures are the success- stories
descri _ett by coaches and physical education teachers in such
journals Os Coaching Clinic, Scholastic Coach, Thi Athletic journal, ,
and other sources. These anecdotal reports related specific things

'coaches:6r, teachers have done that they considered to have,been
effective in improving athletic skills and physical fitnesS.-,Many of
these articles are concerned with such general topics .as -rribtiva-
don- (18,39,92), "personalizing" instruction (56), ancl,Making bet:-

'ter use of statistics and charts (31,146). Although gib. mmon sense,
ideas such as using "positive motivation- (118) or keeping thing's'
"simplt- (209) are discussed in these and similar articles, they too,
just as the more highly technical and esoteric research articles do,
leave much to be desired. They don't provide the physical educator
with enough .information in order to repeat the success of the
writers of these articles. These kinds of articles don't tell the reader
exacttli what behavioral principleS were used hi improve the ath-
letic skill's 4f the individuals involved in these success stories. 1 ,

These kinds of success stories try to convey tricks of the.trade.
Several of them -even refer to the teachingtcoaching procedures
they used as "gimmicks". (148,168), while others refer to such ad-
vice as reaching -hints.':ik(157) Wbat they preent ro the.reader is a
bag of trieks. But there is no doubt that these tricks work in many

tances as the authors of these kinds of articles invariably report

1 2
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_
that, their teams win rnore often; and- that their athletes imprdye
their individual performatices substancially.-As dneof these writers
put it, 71Cwould albpear thg we must be doIng something right.2.
(148:74) Indeed, they are doing something right, but exactly what
is it that they are,doing? Betause they. don't reveal the technicalities
_of their tricks of the trade, the underlying begavioral principles' and
teaching procedures they uscd are'n't_defined'or communicated to
those ,who might directly bOiefit riortt knowing About them, SO
iWe-ther the sta.-me-Scions physical eduCation teachersget come from

'-uarious kinds of direct obsetvarions of their teaching, laboratory
type research, or advice Crom successful coaches anciteachers, they
are still faced with, the problem- of making these suggestions
directly refevant co their everyday teaching in theirgym Z-lass-&:

Making PhystcalEducation Research Releyaw
_Recently there has been an increasing concern for objectifying
physical educatiori teaching (4,75), for beini pore generally ac-
countable (64,211), and more specifically accountablie in terms of
the behavioral outcomes- reflected in the improved behaviors of
students in physical education classes. (170) TheAAHPER Physi-
cal Education Division position papers for both the elementary (2)
and the secondary school programs (108)/4ected these concerns
in their common emphasis on sequentially presenting clear-cut be-
havioral objecdves to snidents and: continually evaluating each
student's progress with respect to. these behavioral objectives. The
rationale behind these suggested-changes in educational practices is
,that they should make- teachers more efficient and effective, and
that :this will be reflected in an increased prOficiency in their
students. It has dlso been argued that such changes should help to
change the poor image physical education has among some
members of the public, school administrators, and students. Physi-
cal education's image should improve directly as teaching
procedures and behavioral outcomes are made more objective and
public. (205)

The underlying nature of these suggestions for improving physi-
cal education teaching revolves around the search for a more
scientific analysis of what is going on between the physical educa-

1 3
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tion teacher and his or her students, and how line cat effectively
use the results df such research studies as teaching procedures for .
the gym class in a practical and concrete fashion. If tllis kind of a
search is Successful, it should result in the developrnent.of teaching
and evaluation procedures which will indeet be practical, concrete,
objective, acconntable, and, most importantly, effective. The
results of such worklhoulctalso have the positive side effect of po
vz4lng ?teachers, ediicatignal, ,admiinistrators, even parents and

_
-studetns themselves-, with rhe opportunity to recognize observable
chapges in studenis behoforslhdt can be seen as sequendal steps
in the process of improving physicai fitness and athletic skills.

So what is needed in physical education is more applied re-
searchnot just any kirld of applied research but, rather, applied
research which, can; be immediately and directly used in the
gym. (216) Physical e4cation teachers need scientifically
demonstrated practical .taching procedures which they can use
with their existing physical education curriculum guides (4630,
202,235) or with their 'own curricula. Once they develop such
teXhing tools, they can then begin to translate their curricula more
successfully into practice.

ii



THE BEHAYIOR MONFICATION
APPROAcp IN PHYSICAL. EpticATION.

The last decade has seen the dey,elopment of a scientifically-
orierited applied-research approach Which has been demonstrated .
to be very practical, objective, lind accountable in many different
areas of aPplication: (44,106,121), including psychiatry (3);
psychological work in 'institutions with schizophrenic adults (5,
195); autistic and retarded individuals (229,2.42), delinquents
(223-); social ,work (65,225); nursing, physical therapy,. and
medicine (99,120,191): parent training (12,113,142); business, in-
dustry, and management (27,128); and even in the pers9nal self-
control of one's own behaviors such 'as spoking, overeating, nail
biting, etc, (24 1,246) This kind of work is not of any limited or re-
gional nature; it is international. (228) Exwnsive successful applica-
(ions have afso been demonstrated in many different:: aspects
education (29,47,156,178,180,230), from nursery school (2:25),
throhgh elementary school 8k 130), high school (24,14 and.
college. (28,48,49,241,246)

a
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This practical, applied appr ach w dealing with educational and
virtually any kind of behaviora concerns also 6flers physical educa-
tion teachers similar kinds o concrete, practical, and effective
procedures co use in studying and improving their students' be-
haviors (and their own teaching behaviors). This new approach to
teaching and- curriculum implementation in. physical education is
behavior modification. The research findings and techniques from
behavior modification are now just beginning to be introduced into
physical education. As will be se-en in the following pages, the be-
havior modification approach in physical education has already
been demonstrated to be very effective. It is clear that the behavicir
modification.approach promises to be used very extensively in the
gymnasibm in the future, just as it is presently being so widely'and
successfully used in many oar areas of education. Because of the
initial and continuing success of applyifig behavior modification
principles and teaching pro'cedures to _physital education settings,
.behavioral procedures potentially offer a great deal of promise in
helping teachkrs tb translate their.physical education curriculainto
practice.

'Physical Ediica on's Concern with
Behavior Mod cation
A look at physical educarioh publications vividly shows chat the be-
havior modification approach has not yet received the kind, of at-
tention many other areas of education have given it. Up untij now
the behavior modification approach has been severely neglected in
physical education literature, and by physical education Teachers
them'Selves. (149) One,example of this neglect was noted in 1972
when -it was Mentioned that the most recent 10-year index cif the
Research Quarterly did not list -reinforcement- as a topic. (208) But
as early .as 1967 a suggestion was made to use behavior .modifica-
-tio in teaching 'swimming (-185), and a few years-later perhaps one
of the first applications of behavior modification in a physical
education setting appeared. It demonstrated that dispensing candy
or pennies was more effective 'in geuing individuals to swim more
lapsThan a standard coachjng procedure. (188)

The problem of applying behavior modification to a technolc;gy
of physical education has been seen as that of finding ways to utilize

1 6
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the general principles of behavior in specific physical education set-
tings. (186) One erly, ingenious study provided constant feedback
to a swimmer by using a pen light. The beam of light was focused
into the eye of the swimmer as he was swimming- the butterfly
Woke, signaling his correct and incorrect responses. This study was

. very successful in translating the behavioral principles of feedback
into a' practical procedure for the swimming coach to use for teach-
ing.,(186,187) In 1972 two important publications appeared, but
they, have not had the positive influence on physical education
practice they perhaps should ha;.-re had. Most probably physical
educators at that rime were unfamilig, with behavior modification,
and both publications were too technical for these with' very
limited backgtounds inthis approach. Ode publication, appearing
in the Research Quarterly. Was a somewhat formidable theoretical
article proposaig how a behavioral approach might be useful in
phySical education and consisted of a long list of definitions of be-
havioral principles. (208) The other pUblication was a very
comprehensive and detailed (but not very practical) book. (1,89)
Both -of these publications argued _ that behavioral procedures
could., and should, be extensively studied and- used in phySical .
education settings for the -two basic purposes of i.iveloping sport
skills and maintaining them over time. it"

Other suggestions for using behavioral procedures based on be-
avior modification (60) or "reality therapy- (117) have recently

appeared,, as well as some very cufsory descriptions occontracts
(63) or wkens (147) in physical education. While for some time
noW physical educators have focused some of their attention on the
use of.behavior Modification in phySical educatioA, the amount of
work tom-Pieced hasn't been very extensive. Bur regardless offthe
limited practical work done up to now, many of the suggestions,and
arguments -which ha;.re been made tor incorporating the behavior
niodificarion '-approach into phy,sical education make_ very good
sense. Thi,s is _especially true- in terms of the current concerns to
male _physical edUe6.4on,research more relevant and teaching more
obieetive- andacuntable . Although the experimental work in be,
havior modjficatr vwthin physical education is itself limited, its
In ture t yeir4e -pjat rriuch work remains.:

ifi vieW of th initidi atterfiffs of physical educators to:utilize be-
havior rrit d ifielt7od,- should-be of interest w them that others too
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"have been actiJy w Idrig_with behavior moAiiication proce( ures..
as -techniques r improve phy'sical fitness7"and athletic skills,'This
work has:been ing on now for some Years and has been very suc-

,.

cessful. for it has had extensive applications that are dire.ct' and im-
tomediate physical education practice±This wor is bek-ig done by

individuals trained in behavioral procedures
,

who have, beeft
Airectly applying the behaviormodification approach to the study '

and improvement Of motor behaviors, physical fitness. and athletic
skills. When one tal into account the combined. interest and

,

present', experimental ngs of hers both within and
without physical education. c çe is orced o conclude that applica-
tion of the behavilat_moditicat :n ap roac o physical education is,-
more than mererc4' promising.

9 : t;Behavior Modi ca ...on's Cone rn u ith
Physicaltducation -
Behavior ilodification practictioners have performed a wide va-
riety of studies which bear directly an physicaLeducat4on practice.
In addition to dealing with the development of Varioup motor skills
and athletic behaviors, their studies have also dealt with such com-
mon kind's of teaching problems as classroom control, complyring
assignments, attendance, etc. (178,230) Several very important
points should be kept in Mind when considering the possibilities of

. applying the behavior modification approach to physical education
settings. First, one should be aware of the-fac?,rhar the behavior
modification approach if not laboratory experim'entation. It i5 ap-
plied research which is done in the real world, with real people and
real problems. Thlus the findings mcnticined in this repRri were ob-
tained from teachers or others working and interacting in their
everyday natural settings. There is no extrapolation from the'labo-
ratory, from mental tests of various kinds, or other kinds of-testing,
to real-life ,settings. The behavior modification apprOach -deals
dire'ctly with the concern's of the physical education teacher, and
because' Of this the research is directly applicable ra the classroom
or gymnasium.

The, behavior modificatiorf approach, being an applied experi
mental approach, allows tleachers to conduci their own ex7periments
in their own settings. It alloi.vs them to measure the behaviors they
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want to improve before they try to improve upon them, to manipu-
law their teaching procedures systematically in some manner, and
ro evaluate contipually the effects.`of rheir procedures, all while .

they _are teaching. The behavior modification approach in physical
education-thus fits into the mainstream of-current thought for mak-
ing physkal education research and practice more relevant, ac-

_
countable, and effective.

The second important point to`4ceep in mind (the first being that
the behavior modification approach is not labOratorxperimenta-,

on) is that the behavior modification approach in physical educa-
tion is very general in its applications- Thus the saine behavioral
principlps arid procedures would be used by the physical education
teacher for improving any physical fitness or sports-related skills,
regardless of the kinds of individuals being caught, or their ages.
That is, the same behavioral _principles'and procedures would be
used if one were concerned with improving the accuraCy of the ten-
nis serve, the number of sit-ups done in one niinute, the percentage
cif succ'essfully coMpleted basketbIll free-throw shots, the comple-
tion of class-written assignments, the number of times a student
talks back to the teacher, or the number Orrndividuals in-a group

.who coine io class late or run around wildly. Siniilarly, the same be-
havioral pririciples and procedures would C)e used with -young
nursery school children, elementary, middle school, higli school, o
'college-age& students. middle-aged adults, or even geriatric
patients, The samels true if any of thePp are cawgorized as normal,
retarded, autistic, syhizbt, -.1Arkenic; brain damaged, emotionally-
disturbed, etc.

When physical education teaC:iier's use che behavior modification
.approach in their classes, they use many of the same behavioral
principles and proceduresregardless of what behavior and
whose. But, depending upon the specific situation, the procedures-
one uses ,to implement particular behavioral principles can be
varied ro accommodate the particular characteristics of the indi-
viduals involve&, or whatever other restrictions present. That is,
the behavioral principles being used would always remain the same,'
e.g., reinforcement and shaping, but, the particular way of imple°-
meriting them as teaching procedures cah vary slightly from situ-a-
crkon to situation.
'As behavioral studies demonstrate, it is very fortunatethat

1 9
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same behavioral principles can be applied to differerit situations
with minor variations ii the procedures. This makes the behavior
modift6tion approach much easier for all involved:Consider him-.
fortunate a/c are to' have such a happy state of affairs. Physical

reducation teachers; like most teacherS, am especially concerm4d
about discipline problems and controlling their classes, (184,267)
So it should be somewhat ieassuring to realize that the very same
behavioral principles and procedures a physical education teacher
would use to teach_ good- postune could also be used with minor

_ -r
variations to improve the performance of a whole class of students
cleaning up after, gym. A common concern of, secondary level
eachers (184)as well as ror physical education teachers at all

!evelsis setting up adaptive Thysical education programs for
shidents with phYsical or other disabilities. Because behavioral
procedures are applicable to any kind of individual', physical educa-
tion teachers,:and e4iecially those actively involved in adaptive
physical education (46), should wylcome the fact that siMilar te4ch-
ing procedures can be used both:with -regular students and with
students who need adaptive_ physical education experienceslOnce
physical eAucators lear9 the relevark behavionll-principles and be-
come.familiar with the technicalities.bf-the behavioral approach and
somewhat proficicht in its use, then they can aPPly_the approach-to
aIl of their students, regardless of their ages;, disabilities, or
classroom situations. .

The reason whi, the behaVior modification approach has such
wide and Seemingly unlimited ahlicabilitK isvery 5imply, because-.
Me approach ,is an applied experiMental technique. The expvri-
mental approach, because of its(veny nature, has unlimited, possi-
bilities for assisting anyone in the teaching of physical ediucation
behaviors, or any other kinds of behaviors, (7,44),To aprPreciate
the extensive applications which behavior modification procedures
can have in physical education, con'sider now some of the ways be-
havior modification practitioners have been successfully using this
approach in improviog physical,fitness, ipotor, and Sthletic skills

Walking' behavior has been successfully induced in a romber'of
behavior modification studies. Several.of these studis dealt with
individuals who constancly crawled although they could walk. In
one`of these studies merely prais.ing a nursery schoolchild when she,
was wajking and ignoring her when'she was crawling resulted inher
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walking, instead of c awling. (83) Another study With riursery
schoolchildren who were profoundly mentally retarded used a
combindion of several behavioral procedures to get them,to stop
crawling and walk instei.d. (161) They were praised when they
wked, and restrained momentarily when they crawled. Behavioral
pibcedures have also been used to tLach a mentally retarded spina

bifida' child to use crutches. (89) They have been also used in
various ways 'to teach a number of other mentally retarded indi-
viduals to walk (111,150,197) Part of the actual trainlhg of one of
these studies (150)'.can be seen in a portion of the mosvie Rewards

and -Reinforcenient which can be easily obtained for rental through
any audiovisual center. Geriatric patients in their 80's and 90's have
also been taught,to walk with behavioral procedures instead of us-
ing their wheelchairs. (129,190)

The behavior modification approach has also been sed to
improve die poor posture of individuals In one study a 13-year-old
emotionally disturbed boy's praying-mantis-like posture was
,improved by using a combination of direct postural mining.,which
had him match silhouettes of his 'Awn good and poor posturecapd
token training, vihere tokens were given for exhibiting good pos
rule. (57) In other studies the posture of a number of normal adults

_ was improved by having them wear a mechanical apparatus which
automaticly provided them with feedback throughout the day
whenever they were slouching. Either a tone would come on, or
they would receive vibrotactile stimulation from the devices when
they jsiouched. Both procedures were very effective in im oving
the posture of these adults. (6,160)

Children's playing, climbing, and use of various kinds ofoutdoor
equipment has also been studied_ By simply, bilt systematically,
praising young nursery school children for approaching ard-climb-
ing monkey bars the frequency with which they did so incresed
iubstantially in several studies done with normal children_ (30,97)
Another study found that verbally praising a young child for climb-
ing a monkey bar was very, effective in getting him to do so more

. often, even though the child was severely brain damage& (79)
Systematic behavioral procedures combined with a consumable
reinforcement of sweetened cereal have been used to teach a young
retarded child to ride 'a tricycle (171), while the use of a token
system has been quite successful in getting other retarded children
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to increase the percentage of time they spent on competitive play
situations in which only one of them would be a winner. (110)

The behavioral improvement of athletic skills and s'ports be-
haviors has been demonstrated in a number of different settings_ In
a study of swimming, mentally retarded adolescents substantially
'mproved their backstroke and sidestroke when given task-specific
verbal -praise and corrections for their performance. (70) In
another swimming study, behavioral procedures were applied to an
entire competitive swirnming team of 32 boys and girls ranging in
age from 9 to 16_ (149) The rationale for this study was based On
the idea that an athlete's self-recording of his or her own perfor-
mance may function to provide sufficient feedback to reinforce his
or her behavior. In the study mentioned earlier as perhaps the first
application of behavior modification in physical education, candy
and money were found to be effective_ in increasing the number of
laps swum_ (188) The eXperimenters also had simultaneously
recorded the number of laps each swimmer' swam on a public
program board and mentioned 1114 they suspected that the'
program boards alone may have affectelt the number of laps swum:
they singled 'it out as a possible varialple to study more extensively
in theluture.

To test their hypothesis one of the original experimenters in this
early study experimentally manipulated the self-recording of be-
haviors and the use of program boards with the swim ream in order
to try to improve two different EZ.haviors, attendance at acactice,
and the number of laps swum during practice. Each readrmember
recorded his attendance on a public attendance .board and the
number of laps swum on a public prograrn board_ This sjlf-record-
ing no-t only decreased absences,lut when applied to several other
relateki inappropriate behaviors, being tardy or leaving early, italso
decrease-d them. The number of 25-yard laps completed for the
wimmers whose data were reported in the study showed that these

swimmers increased The number of laps they swam by 27. 1 percent
when they were self-recording their own performance on the
program boards." ThiS representedA approximately 619 additional
yards that each of these swimmers swam compared to their normal
workouts without the program boards. The important aspect of this
study chat deserves note is that the swimmers were actively
volved in providing their own feedback for their performance and

2 2
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providing themselves with self-direction. The public prograin
board made, not only theMselves, But others around them very
much aware-of their performance. This objective lid public aware-
ness of one's performance is a very irnp'ortant component of all be-
havioral studies done in Oysical education, cir other settings. 4t
should be mentioned that during the course of this stndy this re-
gional swimming team went from the obscurity of sixth place to the°
prominance of- placing second in the pro`vince of Nova_ Scotia,

_Canada:
A similar type _of feedback program_ combined with a token

system haS been very successfully; us-ea 'to improve the pole vault:.
ing of two 15-year-old high school students. (21) Before the study
began neither of thein had jumped nine feet for almost a whole
year. But after less than 15 wcyrkoutsusing the behavioral 4proach
of receiving tokens for increasin,g their pole'vaulting, and having
their performances publicly recorded on a chaft (a lined figure)
whiCh was posted-on the bulletin board of the locker room, one of
them was jumping at 10 feet, :Ind the other at 10 feet, 6 inches.
Their tokens could be exchanged for a milkshake or for the privi-
lege of missihg a workout. Roth of them preferred missing
workouts, a high status activity. So without any cost to the coach,
and with the athletes even missing practice, but contingent upon
their doing well in previous practices, the performance of these two
students was very substantially im'proved,

The behavioral approach has also been used to improve the rule-
following and cleao-up behaviors of students. One study in a
college weight-lifting room dealt wich_th-e En-oblem of decreasing
the -number of barbells, dumbbells, and weight plate; left on me
floor each day. (49) It was a problem in neatness, but more im-
portantly it, was also a serious problem in safety% 'A varierjr of
procedures were systematically applied to improve [his situation.
The first piocedure, posting signs with the rules of the weight
rbom, reduced the number of articles on the floor somewhat. Next,
signs coupled with tokens in the form of points for putting things
away' was tried. The' individual with the greatest number of points
could tUro them in for a variety of things (record albums, movie
passes, or dinner at a restaurant)_ This combined procedure was
more effective than the signs alone. The most effective prckedure
that was tried was a group behavior modification- technique. In this

2 3
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procedure closing the weight1ifting room was threatene i1 the
number of items on the floor exceeded a certain number. T is
procedbre was the Most effective of them all, and additibq

Austrates, as did the study with the swim team (149), that th
havioral approach can be jilst as easily applied to a whole grbug
individuals, as to i single person_

A similar kind of group behavior modification --proodtt-c
been used To improve the rule-following of the betw6n I Liri4;71
children who used an urban recreation center each eviti.,h4g_ (1'71,-
A group contingency was used for the whole group present'AnY,
evening in which minutes, of their'recreation time would he'lbst fciG

*yarious rule infractions, e_g_, a loss of one minute for each coat.ncif
hung up, or pool rack not hung, and 15 minutes loss for damage,a6
cues or cue tips, broken Ping-Pong balls or paddles, onarguments;
Any.time a fight oacurrred everyone had to leave immediately for
the night. The ruleviolations were greatry reduced when this group
behavior modification procedure was systematically used in the
recreation center.

This same study also used recreation time as a reinforcement for
individuals who bronght new members to the recreation center.
When regular membership drives were held, on the average less
than on? new member per day was eecruited_ But this jumped co
five new rriembers per day when a member received recreation _
time as a reinforcing consequence .for bringing a new member to
the center. -When this reinforcement procedure was being used,
each member bringing in a new member could some to the recrea-
tion center an hour before opening time and could engage in any
activity of their choice. This allowed them to play their favorite
ames without having to wait in line or having others around dis-

turbing them_
Getting individuals tcfexercise daily can be quite difficult_ Be-

havioral procedures have been used to increase exercising in
geriatric patients (12-3) by giving theM tokens for each three revo-
lutions they' made on a stationary bicycle_ Eae-h three revolutions
resulted in a token automatically being delivered through a slot th-at
they could turn in for extra cigarettes, chewing gum, or peanuts:.
This procedure was very effective in increasing their exercising,
Keeping physically fit and exercising daily-is of increasing concern
to many. Teaching individuals how to do this on their own is an MI-

.
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portant concrn of physical educators and also those work g in
behavior modification_ What this involves is teachirig iividuals
self.control procedures so that they t an effectivery manage their
own physical fitness. (246:85-1.05)

Long-term, self-motivated exercising of individuals is one of the
most important goals of physical education, and ihe be.havioral ap-
proach can be used to help people accomplish this_ Examples of
how adults can use behavioral self-control procedures to meet their
exercise goals will be discussed in some detail in a later section of
this report.

What Behavibr M odifi cation Offers Physical
EducationNow!
If one compares the preceeding summary of application6 of the be-

havior modification ipproach with traJitional physical education
approaches and current trends, it issapparent that the betoral ap-
proach fits- in very nicely VIA -contemporary concernNferr ob-
jectiv4, accountability, relevance, and effectiyeness in both
physical education research and teaching. The direcC,applicaNility
and relevance of the behavior modification approach nTakes it very
reasonable to conclude that it has 'much 'to offer physical educa-

nnowl In general this approAch offers phy'sical education an
applied and experimentally oriented methodology for effectively
transforming physical education etTrricula, into practice. (7,17)
Specifically the b,ehavior modification approach offers physical

education: .

1: Extensive research findings ofvarious kinds directly applicable to
the work of the, physical education teacher in the gym.

2. A set of behavioral principles and applied experimental
procedures which can be used to help implement and evaluate

physical education curricula, and improve many motor, athletic,
health, and social behaviors ct l. daily concern to che physical
education teacher. These principles and procedures cap be used

by any school persongel, by paraprofessionals, and by students
themselves and their parents.

3. Rejevant, objective, accountable. effective, and positive teathing,
evaluation, and record-keeping procedures which Will facilitate
the active, successful cooperation and communication among all

members of the 'educational community, including parents, so
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that they can work fogetlier to improve the physical fitness and
athletic skills of the students.

In order to help p-hysical eduilarors use behavior modification as
an adjur7 implementing their curricula, the remainder of this
report will discuss the technicalities Of the behavioral approach. Al-
though not exhaustive or inclusive, the information in this reptiort
should be sufficid-ntly derailed to_enable one ro apply a number4o
behavioral procedures in a variety of ways to one's own. setting.
However, ir raise be remembered thaf,this,report is but a detailed-
introduction to the applications of the behavior modification ap-
proac12, to physical education, B> ,. using the information in it as basic
_source material, and Ery reading and mastering its more impoftant,

. references, the reader -Should; become proficient in the fund-a:
mentals of this approach, Becoming'proficiett involves three dis-
tinct and equally important processes: acquirin& a sufficient
knowledge of the basic,principles o( behavipr, learning how these
behavioral princiPles are_ implemented as varions behavioral
improvement procedifres, and becoming conversant with the
results of behavioral research studiqs directly relevant to physical
education, .

How successful phYsical educators will be depends upon the
extent to which they master t ese three-interrelated aspects of thp
behavioral approach, ih addi on E0 the extent to which they gain
practical experience in using Uus approach with their students. But
the job doesn't stop there. Because the behavioral approach is ex-
perimentally and data oriented, new experirneotal results and data
are appearing in each new issue of the- many'differept pfbfesSional

' journals, and specific behavioral improvemoni procedureg are be-
ing constantly researched and improved Upon. 'Vs a result ot thig,
individuals- involved in this approach are const.antly keeping up .
with their study of behavioral research as it becomes available in
the literapre, and they are constantly refining their actual applica- -

(ions -of behavioral procedures as suggested in the latest articles.
-Those physical educators who ilecide to incorporate aspects of the
-behavioi modification approach kir() their own work Will also have
to do this. If they succeed, then the results of their efforts should
be reflected positively in the improved motor, athlelic; and health
behaviors of their students.

2 6



BEHAVIOR MObIFICATION -
BEHAVIOR IMPROVEMENT

BecauSe the behavior modihcation apProach is so new, the public,
muiy in the helping professiOns, and teachers of all kinds -are
unaware of exactly-what kis, What it has done, and what it has to of-
fee. Few practicing physical education teachers have had the op-
portunity to be exposed to behavior modification during their
college courses, and fewer yet have had a whole course imbehavior,
modification.. Thus it is inevitable that many misconceptions and
'criticisms have been expressed. (154,155,249) These criticisms are
primarily due to an ignorance of the behavior modification ap-
proach. Rejoinders to such misconceptions arid criticisms are
readily available. (162,165) Those who are_ knowledgeable about
-the details of this approach consider it to be very positive (38), and
.for the following reasons (158): . .

' 1 It extends success. and reinforcements to many who may never
have experienced success or reinforcement, or only a minimal
amount.

2. It emphasizes removing punitive-type procedures from educa-
tional Practices, substituting positive ones_

3. It helps teachers to systemgize what they have been doing cor-
rectly for many years so t they can teach more effectively in-.
the future, p.

4. It is objective $nd accountable and demands better teaching, be-
cause it makes" teachers systematically observe and analyze what
they are doing and what effeeES theif teaching procedures have,on
their students: = 2

Cr.
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The behavior modification appr h is really nothing but using
experimentally demonstrated, effe,ttive, and positive teaching
proceduses. The name ."behavior modification". may make indi-. ,
vicivals think of controlling, manipulating, and forcing students to
_change their.behaviors, but this is not the case. It's impossible to
change the name and the meaning which has been associated with it
overnight, but a better, and more descriptive term for the behaVlor
Modification approach is behavior improvement. The behavior
modification_ apt)roach in physical edycation, then, is concerned
with improvins those physical fitness, athletic, motor, or social be-
haviors in the gym class which are prescribed by the curriculum or
by the professional judgment of the physical education teacher. Al-
though some indivhivals engaged in ,using this approach may refer
to themselVes as "behavior modifiers," or be called that by others,
all of themswould agree that the best synonym for this very, very -
formidable term woUld simply be "reacher." Regardless of who is
using the behavior modification app,roach they are_ all teachers, try-
ing to teach and guide others in improving their behaviors. They
are really -behavior improvers."

At was mentioned before, in order to comprehend and use the
behavior modification approach, one must have a thorough under-
standing of behavioral principles, of-practical techniques for using

. these behavioral principles as behavior improvement procedures,
and of the experimen'tal methodology on which all this is based.
These aspects of the behavior modification approach are discussed
on the following pages.

, .Operant Conalttonzng

Technically, behavior modification is the pplication of operant
conditioning principles to changing and improving behaviorS:
Operant contlitioning is a ivery well established area of learning re-
search which is primarily concerned with how consequences, or
events that follow behaviors,affeci the frequency of occurrance of

the behaviors in it he future. When one objectively observes and
kixperimegtally-studies the behaviors of individuals in real-life set-
ngs, in the hdme, institution,- and the school, it becomes self- _

evident that what happens follciwing a behavior is very important.

2 8
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Why did the gym -

teacher send you hack to -
= your homeroom, Susaur

Why did ydu
- do that?

always caii the gym
teacher "stupid idiot"
when he makes
things too hart t
and I want tO
Comc back tO
my home-
room.

Althefigh the laboratory research in this area has been very extEn-
sive for many, years, the systematic study of how consequences:
affect wliat children and adults do in every'day life and the gyrnna-
shut is, of cotirse, relatively new. It is difficult for most people to
stand back and look at what is happening to them in an objective;
scientific, and dispassionate manner, but this is exactly what the ex-
perimental methodology of the behavibr modification approach
pervts us to do. When (nye masters the details of this approach,
and a-pplies it appropriately, it allows us to see objectively what we
arid others axe doing. This new way of looking arswhat is happening .

in our everyday lives is oftentimes very revealing. Consider the
cartoon abont Susan and her gym teacher.

Why did Susan call her gym teacher a stupid idiot"? Although
typical interpretations . might revolve around "home problems,"
"aggressiveness," "irnmaturities,': being -unrntrtivated," or
whatever, Susan did it for a consequencebeing sent back to her .

classroom. Unintentionally the teacher was reinforcing Susan for
calling him a stupid idiot, because whenever Susan did that the gym _
teacher sent her bacIL to her homeroom. Just as Susan'S gym-
teacher has learned that coming E0 work every day will result in the
cOnsequence of a pay check every now and then, Susan has learned
that calling her aim teacher a name will result in the consequence
of being sent back to her homeroom.

2 9
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Antecedents of Behaviors

Although the work in operant conditioning is concerned primarily
with how consequences affect behaviors, it is also concerned with
how antecedents (events which, precede behaviors) affect the oc-
cuirence of a behavior or its termination. For most behaviors one
can rather easily find some observable event or antecedent which,
irf essence, controls the behaviors. When you come to a green light
you keep on-driving, but when you come to a red light you stOp.
When your clock at home says 7: 30 a.m., or so, you start to go to
work; and when a clock at school says 3:00 p.m., or so, you stop
working. Many events caused by inanimate objects precede our be-
haviors, starting or stopping them in various ways. A big sign on a
furniture store that says "75% Off Everythilig.in the Store': should
get many a passerby tO start walking to the door. But if a vnall sign
on the door says -Closed Today," they will stop and Walk away.

Not Only.can events such as these function as antecedents, but
more importantly, -animate- events, events of various kinds com-
ing from other people, also function as antecedents to start and
stop behaviors. A gym teacher may say, -Stand in a straight line,"
which May start a behavior, or, -Be quiet!" wilich may stop a be-
havior. Being aware of both the antecedents and the consequences
of behaviors is very important because a particular antecedent may
get a behavior started, and some particular consequence may keep
it going or inciease it in the future. Look at the cartoon again.
When Susan's homeroom reacher asked h&i- why she sassed her
gym teacher, Susan said, always call the gymkteacher a-stupid
idiot' when he makes things too hard and I want to come back- to
my homeroom.- The antecedent to Susan's =sassing was her gym.
teacher's nuking things too hard. Susan's sassing may have begun
when her teacher gave her a particularly difficult thing to do in the
gym one day, something beyond her ability at the time. Susan reay
have spontaneously said chat the gym teacher was a -stupid idiot,-
not particularly in any malicious way, but, for whiltever reason, the
teacher followed this remark with a tfonsequence forSusan. He
sent her back to her homeroorn.'Assuming that Susan's fibmeroom
was a more pleasant place to be that day than in= the gym trying
things which wereiriuch too difficult for her, she may have learrfed
almost immediate y that the way to escape the gym reachef's class.
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Behaaior Modifir ion = Behavior Improvement
, .

TABLE 1-THE ABC'S bF THE
BEHAViOR MODIFICATION APPROACH

B

Aniecedent 8ehataor Consequence

lei. lit task "Stupid teacher!"

light weights .

"You'rm going to be
trouble today?"

attempt to lift, fan criticized

attempt to lift, lift praised

"Yeah, you dumbbell!" sent to principal

"Stand in line! stand in line nothing

unknown (???) cry ing talk to child

=was to sass the teacher. All of this may go on quite unintentionally
and may first happen quite accidentally 4dditionally the Mdi-
viduals. involved -in such a situation may nci be able to verbalize
exactly what is going on as well as Susan. -cause people are ac-
tively involved in these situations they usuallyçpt see what is hap-
pening. But once rhey realize that their behaviors, and thae of
others, are depeddent -upon antecedents and consequences in their
environments, then they can begin to unravel, the mystery of how
anyone's behaViors become.established, maintained', or discarded.

The behavior modification.approach is concerned with how be-
haviors are learned and how they persist. Both antecedents and
consequences are important to understand if ofie wants to irnptove
behaviors in- the gym 'or on the playing field. The behavioral ap-
proach is concerned wit1-1 three main events: the antecedents of be-
haviors, the behaviors themselves, and the consequences whkh
follow these behaviors. What this all boils down to are the ABC's,
as you can see in chg Table I.

In Susan's case, the difficult task her gym teacher gave her was
the antecedent (or cue, or stimulus) for her to call her teacher a
name. After the name-calling she received the consequence of be-
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mg sent back- to her homeroom. The" antecedents which preced-
-_haviors not only affect whether a behavior will occur or not, but

they also .can affect whether a behavior is performed successfully or
not, .and in addition they can also affect the kinds of consequences
which will 'follow the behavior: If a gym teacher gives a student
weights which are too heavy, this antecedent will result in failure,
and the teacher might follow this widr the consequence of criticism,
even though rhe faildre wasn't the studenes fault. But if the teacher
gave llghter weights, the smdehr most probably would have lifted
them, anti/the teacher probably would have followed the Studepes
'performance with praise, as a consequenee.

If a teacher tn4kes.a critical remark to a srudent before he or she
.liegjris to dO anything, like,."You're going to he trouble todayr",
this antecedent might cause the Arudent to talk back to the teicher:
."Yeah, you dumbbelll- This can be followed by the consequence of
being sent to the principal's office..In school settings curricular ma-
terials of varions kinds, physical events, and--very importantly--
the soda' events coming from the teacher and other stUdents can

iunction as important antecedents which can start or stop behaviors
in various ways. Just as Susan's,gym teacher accidentally produced
the problem he haii with Susan by giving her tdo difficult a task to
perform, so teachers can produce similar kinds of problems by bow
they talk tO their students. They may accidentally make their state-

, ments antecedents that start or stop behaviors.
Even though an antecedent provided by 4 teacher, such as "Stand

inliner, may actually produce the behavior the.teacher wants, a
teacher may forget the other half of his or her job, which is provid-
ing consequences. So in some instances a teacher may consistently
tell students to stand in line, but may never say anything nice when
they do so. In the future they may not stand in line quite so fast, or

as often, or not as well as they initially did, and the teacher may
n to wonder why. Keeping the ABC's constantly in mind_will

help anyone from making this mistake. In a number of instance's it
may be difficult or irnpossiblr zo see what the antecedent of a be-
havior may be. For exampl, .1 student may suddenly begin to-cry in
class, but no observable antecedent may be apparent. Regardless of
this, a consequence may occuf every time the Child crits. The
teacher may talk to the child each time crying occurs, and this may
accidentally increase the crying_ When one cannot isolate any possi-
ble antecedents, consequences can always be changed.
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Whenever a particular behavior is judged important eno h by a
eacher to be improved, one should first watch what is going on for

several days in order to get a-good picture of exactly what is hap-
pening. One khould ask the following two questions, and keep a
record of,what is happening:

1. What happened Air before the behavior occurred? What did' I do
or say, or what did someone else do or say? What curricular ma-
terials Were being used, Or what training prededures were being
'used? What were the POssible antecedents f9r the behavior?

2. What happened juir after the behavior? What did I do-or what did
someone else do or say? (Maybe nothing happened.) What kind
of consequences followed the behavior?

B3ocusang in on these two things which surround every behavi6r,
one can quickly begin CO see possible factors ,which may be affect-
ing the hehavior in various ways. Isolating possible antecedents will
help one to see v.-.;hat is getting a behavior going, *Or what might be
stopping it. Isolating consequences will help one to see whacmight
be maintaining the behavior, or what might be increasing the fre-
quency of the behavior. By systematically changing either or both
of these events, one should be able to improve the behavior.:

U sing Consequences to Improve
Behaviors in the Gymnasium
Because we aren't used to, or more correctly, haven't been taught
to watch objectively what is going on as we interact with others, it's
difficult to be aware of the consequerices of our behaviors or the
extent to which they are affecting our own behaviors and those of
the individuals we interact with. Turn on a TV, a light, or the
engine in your car, and you ger consequences for your behaviors.
Make the appropriate kinds of motor responses with a pen, pencil,

iece of -chalk, or the keys of a typewriter, and you will also
produce consequences for your behaviors. Life is full of these kinds
of "inanimate" consequences which are happening to everyone
hundreds and hundreds of times each day. But the most important
kind§ of consequences each of us gets each day comes from other
people, husbands and wives, sons and daughters, parents, super-
visors, foremen, and managers in work settings, and in schools,
teachers, students, princips, and other members of the school
s taff.
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,The vast amount of-work Which has been done ifsing the be-
hi-vior modification approach in .schools has dernonstrated that
teachers are the most important source of consequences for their
students academic and social behaviors. Nor only are teachers im-
portant in this respect, bur as.previously noted, they are alio very
important-in providing students with antecedents : So whatever a
teacher does, either before or aftei a student behaves, Can influence
,the student's behavior in some fishion feir better or for worse. Now
Consider the nature of mo Vory imPortant types of consequences'
teachers provide their students reinforcement and punishme-nt.

, -Although everyone frecly ..uses these terms, many times they use
them incorrectly. Both reinforcement and punishment have very

'technical Meanings.

REINFORCEMENT
The technical definition of reinforcement as it is used by laboratory

'workers in operant conditioning research and as it is used by practi-
--tioners of ,the behavior modification approach is any event following
a behavior which increases the occurrence of the behavior in the future.
That Susan was sent back to her homeroom after sassing her
-teacher had the effect of increasing her sassing, and thus it was rein;
farcement. Think of the last time you hugged sorneone. What hap-
pened afrei'ward?,Did this person hug you in return? Could it have
been aseinforcement for you?'Whardo you-think-would-happens°
your huggin if-no one hugged you in return? What do you think
would happen..to your teaching if you were never paid again? There

no dollar rhos _consequences are important for incceasing and
maintaining the frequencies of our behaviors.

The mosr important kind of reinforcing consequences students
get in school;-- 4havioral research shows, comes from their
reachers. (8O,14,1.30,133) These consequences which teachers
give to their stia404, consist of various aspects ache teachers' own
social behaviors:th1/4ey include praises, criticisms, pats on the head,
nods, frowns, .-siniles, and other forms of attention. Although
education:al reseatrchers have been descriptively recording and cate-
gorizing a wid variety of reacher behaviors, such as- -reflecting-
and. -cririci,zing. (-159,198), and dispenSing -coMparatiye,' -expli-
catiVe," -presc ptive," and other kinds of feedback (66), they
haven't been lbking upon these various teacher behaviors as im-
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TA_ LE 2SOME EXAMPLES OF CONSEQUENCES WHICH
MAY FUNCTION AS REINFORCEMENTS

avior Consequence
= Effect on Behavior Whhr-is

sassing gym teacher ,sent back to
homeroom

-increases sassing reinforcement

running 15 feet marble increases speed of
running

.reinforcenIent

walking . praise

pole vaulting tokens

increases walking

increases height
jumped

reinforcement

reinforcement

standing up "Sit down!- increases standing reinforcement

swimmin laps or self-recording increases laps swum
pool of laps swum

einforcement

portant consequences for students. :Behavioral researchers, in
conrrast to educational researchers, who have primarily conducted
descriptive kinds of research, haye tried to analyze experimentally
the effects of a teacher's hehavior on students. They have found
that students* behaviors change systematically, when teachers ex-
perimentally modulate the sOcial co-ns-e-q-aemerhergive-to- their
students, Other kinds of consequences given by teachers can also
have the effect of increasing students behaviors, and thus they too
are technically reinforcements. Aroterg 'these kinds of conse-
quences are giving students free time, prizes, material objects of
various kinds, .and special kinds of privileges_ Consider the exam-
ples in Table 2 of some of the kinds of consequences teachers can
provide students.

Suppose Susan's teach& r sent her back to-her homeroom eVery
time she sassed as punishment for sassing. Since Susan's sassing
actually in6reased in frequency, sending her back to her homeroom
was a reinforcement. This gym teacher would have been acci-
dentally, and unknowingly, producing his own problem. Many
other consequences can function as reinforcements, as Table 2
illusrraces. Young children will run faste :. down a 15-foot runway if



they get a maible than if they don't get one. (201) As previously
mentioned, yo ng children (83)) retarded individuals (111,150),
and geriatric pat'ents 029,1901-will walk if they are praised for do-

___ing-so-Gettitiff okeris for increasing the height of one's pole vaults
has been shown to increase pole vaulting performance (21), and
setf-recording of the laps swum has been shown to increase the
number of laps swum. (149) In each of these published studies a va-
fiery ofdifferent kinds of consequences was used. Regardless of its
nature, each consequence had the . effect of increasins the fre-
quency of the behavior it followed; in effect:each functioned as a-
reinforcement.

A number of published studiet have shown thitt'a ceacher's best
intentions can backfire. The kind of problem that Susan's gym
teacher had does occur in reallife situations. In one study, teachers
who had A lot of students standing up in class systematically
increased their sit-down commands. They caught more and more
children standing up, and again and again told them to sit down.,
They thought that increasing commands would reduce the number
of students standing. But what actually happened was that more
students stood up. This procedure was repeated several times.
When the teachers increased their sit-down commands 'more
students stood up, and when they decreased- their sit-down com-
mands fewer students stood up. The study 'clearly demonstrated
that the increased sit-down commands were functioning ak rein-
forcements for standing up. (131) Criticizing children or adults for
inappropriate behaviors can reinforce these undesirable behaviors.

A re' forcement, by definition, must work in order to be labeled
as suci. The consequence following a behavior mist increase the
frequ cy of the behavior before it can be called a reinforcement.
A teac r may say, praise my swimmers all the time, I'm always
reinforci them." But if their swimming doesn't improve, then the
gym teacHer isn't describing the situation correctly. The swimmers
may be given praise, but if the praise doesn't improve their swim-
ming it dOesn:c serve as a reinforcement for the swimmers. Just la-
beling,something a reinforcement, or a punishment, for that mat-
ter, isn't enough. What counts is whether the behavior followed by
this consequence occiirs again or improves. When a coach says,
reinforce my Players by giving them decals on their helmet, but
they don't get any better," the coach isn't describing what's happen-
ing accurately. True, this coach is giving the players decals as conse-

3G
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quences for, their behaviors, but since their behaviors don't
improve, the decals are just consequences, not reinforcements.
Prizes are generally considered to be rewards, a.s is .receiving
money for doing something. But these consequences should only

be called reirdorcements after it h4s been determined that they
have had the 'effect of increasing or improving some behavior in
some fashion.

Regardless of the nature of the consequence which follows a be-
viori-if-the_behtivior, increases.in frequency, that consequence is

funciioning as a reinforcement. Therefore criticizing a student,
sending a student out of the glim, or letting a student practice can
be reinforcements, if they improve or increase the freqyeney of the
behavior they follow. If a hehavior does not increase in frequency
or improve following a consequence, then that consequence isn't a
reinforcement, even though the event, giving someone a Plaque,
purring his or her name in the nevzspaper, praising him or her in
'front of classmates, or whatever, is considered to be a reward by a
teacher, a parent, or anyone else.. To determine why an event
generally recognized as a reward doesn't function as a reinforce-
ment is another problem. The fact remairis.that the only way to de-

termine if a consequence is a reinforcement or nor is by observing
its effects in the future on the behavior it followed. RegardlesS of
the nature of the consequence, if it increases a behavior it is a rein-
forcementeven a punishment such as spanking. A knowledge of
this single fact alone takes a great deal of mystery out of many com-
mon achievements and failures physiCal educators have in the gym-

_im3,siutil and on the playing field.

PUNISHMENT
Punishment is technically defined as any event fol o g a behavior
which decreases the occurrence of that behavior in the future. Just like
the definition of reinforcement, che- definition of punishment is
defined in terms of the effects a pdrticular consequence has on a be-

havior in the future. The definition of punishment does not depend
upon what the consequence is nor upon what a teacher thinks

should b'e a punishment, but rather whether or not it decreases the
frequency of the behavior it follows. If Susan's gym teacher said, "I
punish Susan every timeshe sasses me by sending her back no her
homeroom,- he may have thought that he was punishing Susan

3 7
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But was he really? ILIe was actually reinforcing Susan's sassing
cause that consequence actually increased her sassing. So there may
.,be a difference between what one says onels doing (or what one
would like to have happen), and what is actually happening. The
only way teachers can know what is happening is by watching ob-
jectively what happens. when they follow certain behaviors with
various kinds of consequences. If a consequence that immediately
and consistently follows a behavior a 'number of times doesn't
result in a decrease in the frequency of that behavior, Ellen that cont,,equence is not a punishmentregardless of what kis or what a
teacher or anyone else may-say about it.

It isn't uncommon for physical education teachers to have a
number Of set kinds of punishment that they may use in their at-
tempts to decrease the frequency of behaviors they consider to be
inappropriate in their students. Students may be sent back to their
homerooms or to the principal's office, or they may be made to
pracrice More-by doing more exercises or swimming more laps. In
each case the intent of the teacher is to decrease thel frequency of
an inappropriate behavior. Whether or not this actually happens,
though, is unpredictable. )

,
-.In an article concerned with inorivating football players, one sug-

gestion for mo(ivating players-was to give them a scblding in order
to anger them. It was hoped that the anger produced by the scold-
ing would help push ,a player on to greater success, and that it
would also decrease various kinds of errors the player may have
been making. -(218:73) This suggestion is but one example of the
.kinds of anecdotal advice found ir4physical education rablications
which may ound.gOoda d- seem termake sense. The suggestion,

-:-however, to be of any practical use
to the physibi -educatid or the, he most important

'obtain the desired results. This is
n a bkiatettirWn't idicte what e-

havioral pc
prolDlern with such

why they . When one lociks at the sccilding
stisgestio that the sccilding is meant re, func-
tion as a pun dure. The football player is scolded
fcillowing each decrease his errors. In. order to see if

e scolding a nc ns as a punishment, one wciuld have to
p a record df-f"he -dri96.1s kinds of errors a player rnakeS before

ven trying our thiomcitivationtl procedure. Chice the record of er-
;Pi
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TABLE 3S0ME EXAMPLESOF CONSEQUENCES WHICH
MAY FUNCTION AS PUNISHMENTS

Behavior consequence Effect on Behavior -Whet is

talking out self--recording 'decreased talk-outs
of talking

pUnishment

hitting sifting in
chair --

decreased hitting punishment

getting out of seat turning off
on school bUs. music

decreased-out:of-seats puri ishment

breakibg recreation loss of recrea- decreased rule break- punishment
rules tion time ing

leaving weights close weight decreased weights on punishment
room floor

rors is obtained, then one can try out the scolding procedure
systematically by immediately and consistently following each error
with a -scolding. At the same time 'one would have to again keep a;
record of the player's errors. If the second record contains fewer
erfors than the first, then the scolding functioned as a punishment.
If the second record containS more errors than the first record,
then the scolding functioned as a reinforcement.

The two concepts, reinforcement and punishment, are defined in
terms of the effects.they have on a behavior in the future. Any con-
sequence may function as a punishment if it consistently follows a
behavior and decreases the frequency of that behavior. Knowing
the definition of punishment can be very helpful to teachers. Table
3*iveS some examples of consequences which may function as
punishinents.

Having students recdrd their own 'behaviors after 'they occur can
chtnge them in vArious-ways. A studene's talking-out, may decrease
if the student records each instance of it immediateIy. (23) I( so,
self-recording would be functioning aS a punishment, and--the
student would, in effei:t, be punishing hirkor herself. Earlier we
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saw that self-recording can function as a reinforcement (149).: -the
number of laps swum increased after the swimmers began record-
ing the Unrciber of laps they _swam. Thus simply recording one's
own behavior can function as eiiher a reinforcement or a punish-
ment. Having a child sit in a chair for two minutes immediately
after the ctild hits someone may decrease the child hitting (237)

. and chits function as a punishment. This procedure s ejcactlf like
one used in hockey where a player is sent to the p alty box after
sticking an opponent. This kind of_punish e rocedure, called

hai been eitensively itudiOd. (14)
Punishment procedures, just' ateinkitcement procedures, can

be used 'with an entire group of indiViduals. (86) A group time-out
procedure has been used with a bUs full of students to reduce their
out-of-seat behaviorsa dangeroUs behavior on a moVing school
bus. Rock-and-roll music was played during the bus rides, bat was:
immediately turned off if any of the children got our of their seats.
Thit grow" , time-out procedure was very effective'. (183) This
particUlar ptocedure, as well as Others (29), offeis an effective way
for gym teachers and coaches to decrease inappropriate behaviors,
on buses Other punishment procedures such as respous '6 cost .can
also be used with entire groups of individuals. Group response cok
procedures used in an urban recreation program consisted of del'
priving the entire group of children of recreation rime whenever a
rule infraction occurred. Each time an individual broke a rule, a
given number of minuteaof recreation timewas deducted frOm the
time available for the whole group. (173) A similar kind of
procedure has been used in a college -weight room. The room was
closed when the number of weights ort the floor exceeded a cettain
number. This group procedOre was alSo ve0 effective. (40)

Ways to Change and Improve Athletic, ,Physical
Fitness, and Social Behaviors
4:'hysical educators agree that there are numerous important be-
havioral objectives students should developin their physical educa-
'don classes (59,205), ar both the elementary (20) and the secon-
dary level. (108) Looking at the physical eduKation of students from
the viewpoint of ihe behavior modificatiN apprbach, there are
basically only three behavioral decisions one can make about any
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student s behavior:
l. We are not s'atished with a behavior and want to increase the he-

havior in. sorne way. We may want to increase wa1king.(83),
improve posture (160), increase competitive plhy (110), increase
the number of laps swum (149), increase the nuniber of children
coming to recreation (173), increase the height of the prole vaults
(21), or increase the aMdunt one exercises. (101)

2. We are not satisfied with a behavior and- want [o decrease the be-
kavior in sonic way. We may want less calking-out (23), less our-
of-sear behavioi%,(183), fewer rules broken (173), fewer weights
left on the floor (49), or less hitting. (237)

3. We are satisfied with a behavior and decide to leave it alone. Being
satikfied with the particular aspects of a student's attendance,
social interactions with others: exericising, or sports perfor=
mance, we continue to interact with him or her as usuil.

Any attempt to improve- a srudent'sbehavior in the gymnasium
or on the playing field involves either int!reasing or decreasing be-
haviors in some fashion. An examinatioh of any guide to physical
education (202,235) confirms this conclusion: Guid'es _discuss
specific athletic and physical fitness behaviors students should ac-
quire and the various kinds of_errors they should try to decrease. In
most situations one would usually work simultaneously on decreas-
ing an inappropriate b'ehavior or some sort of an error,.and increas-
ing or improving a more appropriate or correct behavior.

The behaviors to be increased in frequency are considered de-
sirable physical fitness, athletic, and social behaviors, and those to
be decreased are considered inappropriate physical fitness,, athletic,
and social behaviors. The inappropriate behaviors to be decreased'

lude social behaviors which produce classroom Management dr
iscipline problems. Behavioral stuc4es show that the three most

.conamon kinds of social behaviors teachers arerimerested in
*Creasing are usually talking:out, out-of-seat, and hitting. The
kinds of errors one might want to decrease in physical education
settings could include errors of movement, form, eXecution, etc.

A commonly expressed concern about the behavior modification
approach is that the .method itself forces teachers to change
particular kinds of behaviors or to use Particular kinds of
procedures. Rest assured that no force or coeciapn is involved. The
decisja.ns about vihat specific behaviors studetWhould exhibit and
thus which behaviors might best be inereased or decreased remain
the regpOnsitility of the physical education teacher_ The behavior
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modification approach does not specify what behaviors should be
improved. It offers niethod for effectively implementing such de-
cisions once they are made', and it also offers a variety of ested ,

procedures that a reacher may choose to use -for improving these
behaviors. Once behavioral goals are established for physical
fitness, athletic, and social behaviors, the techniques and
procedures of the behavior modification approach can then be,)ised

achieve these curricular, or teacher-derermined goals. The
teacher MUSE decide which behaviors merit improvement, and
whether or not to use che behavioral approach. If the behavioral ap-
proach is selected one must further -seleCt the specific behavioral
procedure(s) to use.

4 2



METHODOLOGY ,OF USING BEHAVIOR
MODIFICATION PROCEDURES

in applying behavior mOdificafion proadures, the ticher is
actually engaging in appli'ed research while teaching. (7) Regardless
of the setting, .age of the student, type of student, or type pf be-
haviors the_ teacher may want to improve, one feillows the .same
basic set of steps:

I. Pinpoint the behavior (describe ir ohjectively)
, 2. Record and chart the behavior (coum it and keep a visual wcord)

3. Change the envirimment (systematically introduce conse-
quences, change antecedents, etc.)

4. Continue to' reCord and chart the behavior in
ronment

5. Evaluate the change in ihe environ
behavior changed?)

G. Try, try again (re-arrange the environment) if nor s
within a week.

The entire sequence must be followed in order for a procedure
to qualify as a behavior modification procedure. It isn't uncommon
for sorneone to claim, 1 tried behavior modification,, but it just
doesn't work for me.- But was the entire sequence followed? Did
the teacher pinpoint the behavior to be changed? Did the teacher
keep an objective count and chart of that behavior? Did the teacher

hanged envi-

nt by the records (has the

xessful
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.
systematically manipulate consequences and/or antecedents of chat
behavior and again record 'the behavior? Did the teacher compare
one record with another? And did the teacher try again if unsuc-
cessful? The chances are that one or morCof these basic steps were
left out. If not, yet another explanation for the supposed failure of
the behavior modification approach lies, in the deceptive simplicity
of the basic set of steps to be followed. The application of each step
requires a firm grasp of specific llehavioral information and skills.
This information cornes from relevant published research and
publications of a genetal nature, There-is a great deal of ublished
research dealing with ap extensive variety of speci ehavioral
procedures and with just about any behavior one y want to
improve. (121) One must become aware of this body of work,
§tudy it, and use it as models for one's own behavior improvement
projects. For example, if one were interested in increasing or
decreasing the academic or social behaviors of an entire class or
team, one could consult a recent publication summarizing group
procedures in the schools and offering guidelines for using such
procedures. (86) If the behaviOal approach doesn't seem to work
eifen chough,the basic sequence was followed in its entiretc,, then it
is highly likely that no relevant published behavioral studies were
consulted for use as models or guides in che behavior improvement
project. Thus; failure of the behavioral approach may occur when
one does not do the job adequately or well enough.

Even if one has sufficiently pinpointed, recorded, a'nd charted "a
behavior and has systematically changed the environment by intro .
ducing consequences and changing antecedents in some fashion,
things may not go well. When this occurs one must examine the
procedure analytically. For this reason, it is best to keep.records of
exactly how one ls going about rrying,to improve behaviors and of
the published materials serving as models. Later by looking at this
information and by haying others look at it to offer their opinions,
one may be able to suspect or determine what may have gone
wrong. The procedural rules for using consequences aS reinforce-
ments or .punishments are very important. These rules may, not
have been followed carefully_ The procedures may not be used as
they were intended to be used or as they have been used in the
past. Or the chosen consequences or antecedents simply don't
function as reinforcements or punishments in this particular situa.
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tion. Once a- flaw is:suspected or discovered, one can change the
procedure and try again. A handy rule of thumb is to use a be-
havioraLapproach consistently for around a week. If it is going to
work, it should work by then. There is no need to use the same

-procedure any longer before evaluating, analyzing, and changing it,
if necessary. The behavioral approach is not a static apprdach. The
effectiveness of behavioral teaching procedures has to be
continuously evaluated as they are being used, and changes in the
applications of the procedures must bCmade as necessary.

The aim of the behavior modification approach is to help indi-
viduals learn behaviors which will be of benefit to them. If an
evaluation of their progress Shows that they are ndt improving,
then the particular teaching procedures being used aren't working.
Generally no one, neither student nor teacher, is blamed for the
lack of improvement; instead, the lack of improvement is usually
attributed to the application of the behavioral principles and
procedures in that particular setting. There are many ways in which
they can be used incorrectly or inappropriatZly. The extent to
which they are successfully used my help impro-ye students be-

t, haviors is completely dependent u n the extent to which the
person using these procedures lear s the details of the behavior
modification approach.

Pinpointing Behaviors
To. use the behavior modification approach in implementing the
physical education curriculum, one .must begin by dealing with
observable behaviors and events. Some particular behavior or some
specific aspect of a behavior must be specifically and objectively
pinpointed, before one can proceed to the next step of this ap-
proach. The colloquial expression -What you see, is what you ger
could be an apt motto for someone using the behavior modification
approach. As long as educators stay at this level .of description,
problems should be minimal in discussions of how accountable one
is in teaching the curriculum.

The nature of many of the goals prescribed by physic`al education
:curricula can very easily be made observable and objective. Other
curricular prescriptions cannot. One of the outcomes of the
increased concern for accountability in physical education (20,64,

4
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108) is an emphasis on specifically defining what students are to do
in their -gym classes, what behaviors they should he exhibiting.
What is needed_ in physical education, ic is argued, are clear-cut be-
havioral objectives. (205) Although the terms -pinpointing': and
"behavioral" or -performance-, objectives are not used .very often
in coaching publications, many articles clearly do use behavioral
descriptions of these athletic skills, whether they are talking about
teaching hurdle jumping (36), tennis (98), baseball (2 17), or what-
ever. SO do many books on physical education_ (202,235) Even so,
a considerable lag in the use of behavioral descriptions is evidenced
as one can just as easily find emphases placed on nonbehavioral
objectives. Some physical educators argue that it is more important
to change -perceptions" (154) than athletic behaviors. A recent
curriculum guide gave as some of its objectives, -adaption to
stress," -good citizenship," "learning to accept victory and defeat
gracefully,- and, -knowledge and appreciation- (175), hardly be-
havioral objectives in the traditional sehse. (134) Furthermore, al-
though supposedly- discussing -behavioral objectives," manV cur-
riculum guides, in fact, may not be verr behavioral_ (52)

A pinpointed behavior is a behavior defined so that art 3OrIe can see
the behavior, count the beharior. and describe the situation in
behavior occurs. The last portion of this definition requires some
elaboration. Behaviors don't occur in a vacuum_ They occur in
specific settings_ And they occur while certain other events are also
taking place_ For example, a student doesn't just hit. The student
hits a particular person. The student may hit during gymnastics.
The student may hit only when criticized by a teacher or only.when
criticized by a gym instructor of the opposite sex. So describing the
situation in which a behavior oecurs may include where it takes
place ( the gym class, the playing field, or the hallway), when it cakes
place (morning, afternoon, lunch time), who is present ( the regular
teacher, a substitute teacher, a student teacher, certain other
students of a class), 'and other seemingly incidental aspects of the
situation, such as how the instruction is'given (verbally or written)
or whether students are shooting at a basket, at a height of 6 feet
rather than 7, 8, or 10 feet_ The definition of that behavior would
be unique because it would be defined in terms of the particular
combination of circumstances that makes up the situation in which
the behavior occurs. For example, one would expect a student to
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talk out more often with an inexperienced student teacher than
with the regular teacher. Merely asking someone to observe and
count the talking-out behavior of the student doesn't provide
someone with a description that is sufficiently pinpointcy enough
to enable anyone to change the student's behavior. To pinpoint the
behavior adequately one would want to count the talking-out be-
havior in the presence of rhe student reacher, as ming one wants
to decrease or eliminate talking out in that situ tion. The more
spe6fically one 6an describe the-conditions surro nding the occur-
rence of a behavior, the more accurate the count of the behavior
will be (244), and the more likely one will succe d in changing it.
Look at Table 4 for soMe examples of pinpointing.

Describing someone as a poor loser doesn't llow anyone to
recognize the behavior when it occurs, much less count the be-
havior in situations where it tends to occur. But pinpointing poor
loser as -hitting students after they tease him for missing a foul
shot- allows anyone to observe and record this behavior. Similarly,
talking about physical fitness is too vague when one is really

TABLE 4EXAMPLES OF NON-P1NPOINTED AND
PINPOINTED BEFIVIORS

Non-Pinpointed Behaviors Pinpointed Behaviors

poor loser hits students after they tease him for
missing foul shots

knowledge of rules of basketball verbally recites differences between fouls
and violations and their penalties

physidal fitness

unmotivated

number of seconds holding the flexed-
arm hang

percentage of required exercises per-
formed during gym period

discipline problem comments student makes during lecture
that lead to laughter

poor baseball player batting average

4 7
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concerned with the number of seconds someone holds the flex-arm
hang. A good way of deciding if a description of a behavior is
ade-quately pinpointed is to ask yourself this question: If I were to
give several people a camera and describe the behavior for them to
photograph, Viould they all come back with the same picture?
Where there ai-e verbalizations or motion to record, substitute a
tape recorder or a movie or camera for the photographic camera.
Given descriptions similar co those on the left;hand portion of the
above table, a number of people would without doubt all come
back with different pictures, but if they were Riven descriptions
similar to ones on the right-hand portion of the table, the pictures
would be _much more ,similar.

In physical education settings one would also want io include a
criterion of acceptable performance when describing a behavior to
be improved. How many push-ups one should do within a
particular rime period, what percentage of completed foul shots is
acceptable, how fast one has to swim a lap of a pool, and what is re-
qiured for the minimal length of a broad jump are examples of
defining the criteria of performance. Such criteria may be specified
within a curriculum, they may be reflected within physical educa-
tion, athletic, and/or physical fitness norms for various standard
tests (95), within particular physical fitness programs such as
Cooper's aerobic training - program (40), or they may be de-

rmined locally by a particular school system or teacher. Several
very excellent sources describing how to pinpoint behavior in
educational settings are readily available. (29,58,238) One
source (244) is especially useful as a guide for writing instructional
objectives based on criteria of acceptable performances that are
defined with pinpointed behaviors.

Regardless of, the nature of the criteria, or how they were de-
termined, they should be made public, and the students should be
told what behavior is expected of them, and what the criteria of ac-
ceptable performance are. Making pinpointed behaviors public can
have a number of positive effects: Teachers and parents will know
what behaviors are to be improved; they will know what is an ac-
ceptablc criterion of performance; they will receive immediate
positive feedback when improvements occur; and when a student's
performances are continuously being evaluated against the cri-
terion, the teaching becomes more individualized.

4 8
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Describing a behavior so that anyone can see it forces everyone
concerned to look at. the problem out in the open, and to become
aware of exactly what it is that has.to be improved. This increased
awareness by all concerned may be sufficient in itself to solve the
problem. What were vaguely thought to be problems may not turn
out to be so or may actually be different than expected. For
example, a student thought to be a trouble maker actually may not
talk out as much as a few others in the gym class. The student may
not contribuie as much as others. Merely pinpointing problems
may bring this sort of thing to a teacher's attention, and it alone
may solve some problems which were not previously seen too
clearly. If the yroblem is confirmed after pinpointing, the aware-
ness accompanying this confirmation immediately affects the way
the teacher will interact with the student. In addition when the
problem is described to the student in objective and pinpointed
terms, the riwly acquired awareness of what the reacher wants the
student to do differently may result in the student attempting to
improve his or her behavior by himself or herself.

Thu's, simply pinpointing a behavior and describing it to those in-
volved may be sufficient to solve the protlem. If not, perhaps
counting the pinpointed behavior as it occurs may help to improve
it substantially.

Counting Behaviors
The second step in using the behavior modification approach suc-
cessfully is counting the behavior to be improved. Counting a be-
havior is a continually ongoing procedure in using the behavior
modification approach. As a matter of fact, it is the thing which dis-
tinguishes it from most any other technique of trying to improve
behaviors. Counting behaviors both before and after a teacher ap-
plies a particular behavior modification procedure to improve a be-
havior will allow one to evaluate what effect the procedure is hav-
ing on a student's behavior. Just counting a behavior may improve
or change it. Keeping track of the number of laps swum can
increase the number of laps swum (149), as can counting other be-
haviors in the classroom. (23) The counting makes one very aware
of whac is happening, and how frequently it happens. When coming
by itself results in improved behavior nothing mysterious is
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necessarily happening. Counting a behavior after it oLcurs is a con-
sequence of the behavior. Because a consequence either can have
no effect at all, or can increase or decrease.a behaVior, counting a
behavior can have no reinforcing or punishing effects whisoever,
or it can function as a reinforcement or as a punishment. Other
kinds of consequences can also occur when one counts a behavior.
I one shares the count with others, they mSy comment favorably
on it. This consequence may have an additional positive effect in
improving the behavior. Whether the teacher alone counts
student's behavior, or the student counts it alone, or both of them
do it together, the counting gives one or both of them the kind of
feedback that makes them immediately aware of what is happening
and !his may help to improve the behavior.

Behavior must be counted to determine acCOUNTability.
Whenever anyone says they have tried the behavior modification
approach but "it doesn't work," 99 out of 100 tithes no counting or
charting had been done. Invariably the unsuc:cessful behavior
modifiers are unaware of the technicalities of the behavioral ap-
proach and of the absolute importance of counting. Counting be-
haviors enables one to evaluate continually the effectiveness of the
behavior modification procedures he or she might be using to
change and improve a behavior. In other words, counting and
charting behaviors is done for the same reason that a doctor has a
patient's temperature charted, to see what's happening and to
evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures the doctor is using.

There is no question that behaviors are counted by the tens of
thousands in professional and amateur sports competition_ The
number of home runs, baskets, goals, fouls, errors, and many other
statistics are being constantly accumulated and scrutinized_ Those
individuals whose statistics reveal improvements in behavior may
become winners e losers are those whose statistics show no
improvement or worse yet, show poorer performing. Fame and
fortune, and obscurity, for both players and coaches depend on
these statistics. (1) The staristics which are collected in basketball
(31), swimming (74), baseball (146), and other sports are often
kept as charts of various kinds. These behavior counts are really ta-
bles of numbers. They represent the number of times someone hit
a home run, or fouled, or the percentage of times someone may
have struck out, completed a pass, etc. Athletes and students are
given feedback from their coaches based on these tables, but rarely
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do coaches actually let their athletes have a copy of their personal
progress charts. (152)

Regardless of the desirability of keeping such records, record-
taking has not filtered down from the professional and amateur
sports into actual ongoing physical education classes at the ele-
mentary, secondary, and even the college levels. Those who are
concerned with accoUntability in physical education (64), and also

--those who are concerned with making the curriculum more objec-
tive and individualized, are very much interested in keeping good
behavior records of students so that their progress can be con-
tinually evaluated. (20,108) Because behavior must be counted to
determine aCCOUNTability, the behavior modification approach is
very compatiblewith the 5oncerns of physical educators when it
comes to objectively describing, counting, and continually evaluat-
ink physical education behaviors.

COUNTINd TECHNIQUES
There are threeginterrelated classes of behavidrs one might want to
count in physical eduCuation settings. A number of readily available
sources describe techniques forcounting each of these kinds of be-
haviors, when counting the behaviors both of a single student and
of a whole group of students. These sources describe counting
techniques for physical fitness and sports behaviors (95), and
various aspects of academic and social behaviors. (26,29,58,77,
241)

Most sports and physical fitness behaviors, such as someone do-
ing a push-up, throwing a ball into a basket, hitting a triple, or lift-,
ing a weight, must be counted as they are occurring: someone must,
constantly be watching the person exhibiting the behavior during
some set period of time_ The same- is true of most social behaviors,
sueh as coming to practice on time, swearing, pushing or hitting, or
saying positive things about one's athletic performance. It is im-
portant-to record a behavior for a constant time each day so that the
behavior counts from day to day would be comparable. Two
hundred exercise behaviors during -a one-hour period is not the
same as one hundred in a half-hour period. When the period or
allotment of time in which a behavior can occur varies from day to
day, the frequency of the behavior has to be reported in terms of
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percentages, a way of counting very familiar to the sprrs world_
Five home runs for five times at bar is very different from hve home
runs for one thousand times at bat. .

Depending upon th behavior co be counted, ohe might record
the time it rook the beltavior to occur, the total number of times
the behavior occurred thin some time period (number of swears
during a 45-minure.gy 'od, number of push-ups in 5 minutes),
or the percentage of viors which occurred (percentage of
instructions follotied immediately , percentage, of assigned
exercises done, percentage of free throw shots completed). The
kinds of sports,-physical fitness, and social behaviors one would be
most interested in counting are usually, behaviors which quick19 go

and off, a swing of a bat, a sit-up, a question asked, a push, etc.
-ounting behavioral events Which happen, stop, then occur again

t hey.go on and off is called event counting. a
P_contrast to behaviors which quickly go on and off, there are

or off "lie time. For example, how w uld one record the
NT%otherlbsehaviors which may appear to be eith on most of the rime,

Most of t
xtefit to which a student is wearing glasses, sucking a thumb, or

icipating in a group which is engaged in some 'activity? In cases .

ere a behavior can:c be observed going on and off very easily,
it may be difficult to spend so much time constantly watch-

. L.It co catch the occurrence of a single evelit, a "time sampling-
ming technique can be used. The simplest way of doing this is

k ar someone 10 times, every 5 or 10 minutes or so, during
e sec time period, a half-hour, hour, or whatever. If the indi-

is ext; biting the behavior of interest the moment you look at
or ner, then record it as'an instance of the behavior. Looking at

the individual like this amounts to taking,a series of still pictures,
catching the person doing sornething at- a numbelr of different
times. If a teacher looked at a student 10 times, and saw him or her
participating with a group on 4 out of 10 times, then the teacher
would record 40 percent group participation. A time .sampling
counting technique always results in the percentage of occurrence
of a behavior.

Variations of this time sampling technique can be uged to record
the behavior of.a whole group of individuals. One would record the
percentage of individuals within a group who are following instruc-
tions, the percentage looking at the teacher while the teacher is
talking, etc. These group time sampling procedures for counting
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behaviars of a whole sjoup ascussd in more detail in the
sources mentioned above. Aq6rher Useftil source is a recent sum-
mary of behavioral studies in he schools that deals extensively with
behavior modification procedures, to be used with groups of
studenti. (86) This article can be very useful for finding out how
others have gone about counting behaviors of whole groups of
students, and how they have successfully used behavior rnodifica7.
tion procedures to improve these behaviors.

COUNTING DEVI6ES AND EQUIPMENT
FOR RECORDING EEHAVIORS
Regardless of the counting technique one is using, measuring
some time aspect of a behavior, the number of- times it occurs, or
time sampling a behavior; there are mber of different ways of
actually counting and recording- ehaviors as they ate occurring.
The specific way one would count and record behaviors woUld be
dependent upon the requirement of the particular situation. One of
the simplest is to record with pencil and paper. Generally, por-
tability and ease of use is very desirable in the selection ()fa record-
ing device. One practical, portable., and flexible method of record-
ing is to put masking tape on one's wrist and write the counts of be-

,haviors on it. It goes where you go. Another simple way of doing
this is to put objects of some sort, paper clips, coins, etc., in a
pocket and move them from_ that pocket to 'another every rime a
behavior occurs. -

Portable mechanical counters of various kinds are also available.
The simplest and cheapest are the grocery counters used by shop-
'pers in supermarkets. The counter canibe used to count eithe'r one
behavior, the same behavior of two different individuals, or two
different behaviors of the same.individual. Most of these counters
have three thpeninks. The ritimbers in one opening usually advances'
from 0 to 20, and the numbers in the remaining openings together
advance from 0 to 99. A five:channel counter which can count five
different behaviors of the same individual, or behaviors (same or
different) for five different individuals, can be very useful in
physical education settings I fits in the palm of one's hand. (143)
Golf counters can also be used for counting behaviors. ( i 24) Bead-
type counters wpm on the wrist or belt (a portable abacus) can be
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obtained commercially (135), or xian easily be made with some
leashes and some beads. (85)

More sophisticated kinds of counting and recordin es such
as event recorders which simultaneously record .the and
frequencY of 10 or 20 behaviorS of the same or of d
viduals are also available. (9) A number of inex-pensive 4fli table
timers (62,179) can be useful with -time sampling procedUres. A

, buzzer goes ol certain rime intervals to tell the observer when to
lo6k to see If a beh r is occurring. If need be, various kinds of .
ime-lase photography uipment iS also available. (19 ,-1.94)

Several very, eXcellent and co rehensive overviews df the use of
instrumentatign in behavior modifn, n (from the 'Simplest to the
most sophistihited type of e\quipmenr ,. including movement
sensors, traqsatcers, and radio telemetry) describe instruments
which can -be ot irnm4iate_practical use in many physical education
settings_ These same %owes give names and- addresses of many
psychologiciind behavior modification apparatus companies, who .
can provide catalogs which colitain detailed descriptions of the ap-
paratus they have available. (32,199)

GETTING iSTUDENTS TO COUNT,.
BEHAVIORS
People often--b otne overW,helmed when asked to, count be-
haviors, protably ..ecause they haven't`done it before. jr May feel
strange,.but as with'many offier things one can quickly learn to do it
and `soow it becothes 'second nature. Since classrooms are full of
students, it can be quite difficult to watch and count a student's be
havior. it may even seem impossible to do if one wants to count
several different ,behaviors of several different students. Although
a teacher can do the counting by himself or herSelf there are end-
lvss other potential counters of behaviors who are just waiting CO
help ourthe students themselve A' student can count his or her
own behavior or another student's behaviors_

FeW teachers take advantage of all the 'willing helpers there are in
the Classroom, alt.laough they may use older or more highly trained
students to help them in class SOMetirries. (174) In many behavioL1
studies where students were asked 'to help teachers in implement-
ing behavior modification procedures, students wen; found to be
very eager to do so. I 180) Letting students help the teacher in im-
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plementing the behavior modification approach may make physical
education much more meaningful for them. One problem in

.:physical education classes is that many students may have to wait
around A lot, either because the classes are large or because of
limited equipment or space. If students are given data sheets and
counting equThment,, they can count and record their own be-

_ haviors or their tearn's in various ways to monitor continually the
performancs of their classmates. Helping Our in this way actively
involves them in their schoolwork and provides both students and
their teachers with continuous immediate feedback of their perfor-.
mance. Here we have a practical, inexpensive, and very effective
way of providing the constant feedback and evaluation that many

,educators advocate as desirable in improving. teaching. (20,108)
With this useful feedback so readily available, teacher's should be
able to individualize the physical education curriculum for their
students and thus help meet the specific needs of each student.

Having records of a student's progress is especially importar
adaptive physical education stivations where improvements
smdents are invariably uneven and slciw. This kind of c.onstant re-
cording and evaluation of a student's progress by the teacher, the
student him or herself; or by other students, will be very helpful; it
will automatically show both student and teacher any small changes
and improvements ih a student's performance as they occur during
training. The teacher will be able irrimediately to alter or adapt cur-
ricular materials or goals, as well as teaching procedures, so as to
maximize each studem's progress within his or her particular ca-

bpabilities.
These kinds of behavioral records can be useful in any kind of

setting, not just in regular classes or adaptive physical education
settings. Teacher-; self-, or peer-monitoring can also be useful in
adult physical education classes or adult physical education train-
ing. Examples of the usefulness of such records for adults in their
own physical fitness, programs can be found following Table 6 (p.
99):

ElEEMVORIAL RECORDS FOR PARENTS
Actively involving parents in their children's education is
extremely important. Behavioral improvement records are very
useful for this purpose. The more detailed the information given to
Parents about how their children are doing in class or on an athletic
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team,,the More positive their attitudes toward the schoo s physical
educition curriculum. The patents would also become more per-
sonally involved with the children's physical education training and
support the physical education program more actively. The recent
AAI-IPER Physkal Education Diviston position papers for both the
elementary (20), and the secondary level (108), suggested that
there should be a more de\i altailed continuous evuation of students'
performances in physical e ucation classes than there is now. They
also urged that the continuous evaluation of the student's perfor-
mances be directly comrnunicatesi to their parents so that they
could see' how .well their children are doing. Unfortunately there
isn't enough e4luation of students at any level ofeducation. Most
parents May get report cards of their children's progress only about
four to six -times a year. furthermore, when only a letter grade is
reported, it is impossible co know exacily what was happening.
Sharing continuous behavioq recordS with parents provides them
with much better fee9ack than the standard report card. Some
schools, of course, have parent conference days where parents may
come in and receive a more detailed accOunt of their children's-
academic performance, bur they may seldom or never prOvide
parents the opportunity tO visit slieir children's physical education
teachers.

Many parents have negative attitudes about the physical educa-
tion programs in schools. One study (119) has demonstrated that
negative attitudes about physical education programs can be cor-
rected by providing parents with information about their children's
gym classes. After a slide show of the physical education classes was
shown to some parents, the attitudes of these parents towards their
children's physical education instruaion, as measured by the Wear
Physical Education Attitude Inventory, improved subStantially as
compared to a control *alio of parents who did not have this
public relations exp.erienee. It's not unusual for schools tO shov.%
slides of students academic activities or exhibit students' academic
projects, bur these typ4s Of j5resentat1ons are often similar to
travelogues and may be more 'entertaining than informative. Most
educators and parents would agree that these kinds of presenta-
tions are valuable but prefer presentations that provide more
detailed inforrnadon about what is going on in the schools. The
continuous behavioral records advocated by the behavior modifica-

-
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tion approach supply just the kind of information parents would
find Most ivelcome. These behavioral records can supplement
report cards and can be used at parent conferences to show in detail
what is happening during the .gym period. These records can alsO
beltaken home as frequently as, desired. Keeping copies of records

--wiff preclude problems- arising aS 'a result of losing or miiplacing
records. Thus parents can be constantly appraised of their
children's progress. Parents would then have the opportunity of
commenting to their children on their progress. If the records show
Improvements and the parents -comment favorably, then Eheir

/children's performance may be enhanced even further.

Charting Behaviors
Those educators who stress the need for more-continuous monitor-
ing and evaluatifA of w6't is going on in physical education classes
(20,108), and for_ being More accountable (64), base their argu-
ments onweither an explicit or an implicit assuniption ccincerning
the importance of feedback in improving performance. The more
quantitative and qualitative feedback which can be provided to stu-
dents, the better should be their performance. (217) Performance
information should provide the necessary kinds of feedback 'to
teachers who rniy then change their teaching procedures so as to
implement the physical education curriculum more fully. There is
evidence to support this assumption. In the laboratory, feedback
has been demonstraepd to facilitate grip strength (15), speed and
accuracy of throwine(138), tennis performance (140), and other
kinds of sports skills. (177) It has also been demonstrated to be
very important in real-life settings. (149,186).

There is no doubt that teachers and coaches do provide feedback
to 'improve physical fitness and athletic skills They do it in various
ways and to various degrees. One track coath merely praises an
athlete for improving a previous performance and setting new per-
sonal records (92), while other coaches additionally post their
athletes performance records in track (82), swimming (74), or
other sports or skills. These records, permitting corriparisons of
the athletes' performances from day to day, provide one kind of
feedback necessary to measure progress. These records, by
themselves, can be a very important motivational tool.
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The kind of feedback one receives is very important. If it only
amounts to verbal encouragement, and a student is told that he or
'she did much better than the last time, this is good. If shown a
performance record fcir a particular day'sxVork; this too is good. If
shown a table representing a performance record for several days
so that compa9sons can be made, it is even better. Perhaps the best
way to present feedback in physical education and athletic settings
is not just verbally, or in table form, bur pictorially. "A picture is
worth a thousand words" is an old saying .that has held up well
throuih the years. One may show to individuals pictures of their
performance: photographs of their golf swings (227), video tape re-
cordings of their swimming (196); etc., as, a way to irriprove some
performances. An even better way of providing feedback pic-
torially would-ibe to graph the performance record. The advantage
of graphing physical .education and athletic skills is that changes in
performance can be immediately noticed, and comparisons within a
given day's performances as well as comparisons among the daily
performances can be made more easily. Although many ,:oaches
and teaLhers may keep charts of individual or group-performances
(31,74), they are invariably tables of statistic's of one kind or

. another. Charting, as used in the behavior modification approach, is
graphing; performance records are converted into line drawings of
what someone is doing. The line graph would clearly show what
was happening each day, whether iE represented the percentage of
curricular goals met, the number of exercises done per unit time,
heights jumped, or times to perform some skill such as-swimming
or running.

A behayior chart (graph) is most useful when it comes to chang-
ins and improving behaviors of any kind. The most important
benefit of keeping behavior charts is -that they show anyone ar a

ance what is happening. If a line on a than doesn't go up `Or down,
the performance remains unchanged, even though a teacher or
coach May be doing something which he or she thinks is a good
idea or which the students or athletes like. The crucial question is
whether or not a change in behavior is occurring. The behavior
chart will show- that immediately. The visual impact of a behavior

, chart provides an impetus to change something if the perfOrmance
line on the chart isn't gding up the way it should (e.g., if onc is try-
ing to improve percentage of free throw baskets, number of
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exercises per unit time, percentage of students on time), or down as
it should (e.g., if one is trying to decrease the number of times a
student swears the percentage of errors, or the amount of time to
complete 'a mile run). A 'behavior chart allows the teacher and
coach as well as the student and athlete to notice very small changes
in performance; many' time., feedback which includes-very small
changes in performance may be crucial in spurring on improve-
ments in performance. For these reasons, visual presentation of
feedback is superior to that presented verbally or in tables only.

Keeping behaviOr charts .is analogous to the keeping of medical
charts. A visual graph of a patient's temtkerature tells a doctor at a

ance what is happening to the patient's temperature and whether
treatment should be changed pr- noE Behavior charts of a student's
physical education performance serve the Same function for
teachers and coaches. The objective continuous records repre-
sented by a behavior-chart provides teachers and coaches with the
feedback needed to determine whether or not they Slould change
their teaching procedures. Behavior charts don't lie; they tell it as it
is. Nor,do they make one too hopeful, or too pessimistic. If be-
havior charts are widely used in physical education settings, as the
behavior modification approach suggests, then they will help
teachers and coaches to see what is happening, and they will help
them make positive changes in their teaching procedures so that
their students and athletes can improvb their behaviors.

A very early, and historically important, use of graphs in physical
education was Howell's usg pf.force-time graphs to train an experi-
Mental group of sprint runners how to use,a rectangular foot thrust
pattern with their front foot when positioning themselves-on start-
ing blocks. (90) These runners were shown graphs of their front
foot pressure and were told what the ideal record should look Nice.
Control runners received standard coaching_ The runners who saw
their force-time graphs performed much better than the control
runners in learning to use a rectangular foot thriist pattern. In this
study the runners were apparently only shown their record for the
day, but not the complete records which would have enabled them
to compare their dajly performances. Nevertheless, the study was
very successful. Unfortunately this early demonstration of the pos-
tive effects that the graphic presentation of a performance can have
on an athlete did not result in the incorporation of this and similar
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techniques into physical education and sports training. As a matter
of fact it went. unnoticed. Recent behavior rqodification studies
sbowing that merely keeping charts of behaviors (hand-raising, out-
Of-seat, scratching, etc.) can change them (132), however, have
begun to have some effett in-physical education circles.
The-public record ingand -shuing of feedback-can -be-very effec--

tive in improving performance. An important component- of the
previously mentioned study of increasing the heiht of the pole
vaults was having a chut of the students performance kept in their
locker room. (21) When charting changes in behavior, the changes
in the charted behavior itself may function as a reinforcement or
punishment. Other things may also happen to faeilitate a behavior
change of one kind or another. When others (students, teachers, or
parents) see such a chart, they may provide verbal praise and en-
couragement or try to help directly.

So in some instances just keeping a graph of a student's behavior
may result in changes in the behavior lh other instances just keep-
ing a behavior chart may not result in behavior changes. In one
study, having teachers count and keep charts of their verbal praises
to students did pot result,, in increasing the frequency of their
praises; something else had to be done, to change their behaviorP
(234) But regardless of whether the feedback from a chart alone
helps to change a behavior, it is absolutely necessary to have such
feedback from a behavior chart for two purposes. The first purpose

to allow others tc:, see the extent to which a behavior is occurring.
The Second purpose is to be able to see what the behavior looks
like-on different days so that one can evaluate the effectiveness of
any changes in teaching procedures. The behavior chart can func- -

- don as a very effective method of communication. The graphic
representation of a person's behavior can be easily seen and under-
stood by others who then may be very willing to help improve the
person's behavior. Figure 1, a hypothetical behavior chart, will
demonstrate the importance of keeping good charts.

USING A BEHAVIOR CHART
Figure 1 shows the- percentage of assigned exercises a student com-
pleted during each of mO gym classes overa six-week period? In
this hypothetic-al example a teicher was concerned about a student,
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John, who wasn't doing ail of his issigned exercises. Before begin-
ningro use the behavior modification approach for irriproving some
behavior, the frequency of occurrence of the behavior must first be
counted for around a week. This week of -before" or -baseline"
counting provides the teacher with a basis for comparing how well a
behavior modification procedure aicually works. It's like a doctor
taking your blood pressure or temperature a few times before do-
ing something wintry to improve it. John's teacher kept a record of
the percentage of exercises he did during the week of baseline
counting and made a chart of it. As you can see; John's exercising
increased from axound 20 percent to 35 percent of the assigned
exercises. This improvement could, very well have been due to the
teacher's counting John's exercising. The phenomena of seeing a
behavior improve -in some way during this baseline phase isn't
unusual, and, as has been mentioned, counting a behavior alone
may somgtimes resUlt in the behavior becoming entirely improved.

The first procedure for John's teacher was to show John the chart
of his performance each day. He told him that he expected 100
percent of his assigned exercises to be done each day, and he told
him that he would show him his performance on the behavior
chart. The teacher did _this for the next two gym periods, and
praised him for his performance when he showed him the chart.
John's exercising jumped up to around 55 percent on the first day,
but dropped down to. around 45 percent on the second day. Show-
ing John the behavior chart was initially some-what effective, bur it
wasn't permanent, nor was it as effective as his teacher wanted it to
be.

When a behavior change procedure doesn't work as well as it
should after consistently using it for a week, what a teacher was do-
ing should be analyzed and changed and improved upon in some
fashion. When the teacher thought of what he could do to make
things go beuer, he asked himself, "What do I do when John is
exercising? Dp I ignore him? What do I do when I catch him not
exercising, and kidding a4und with the other students? Do I criti-
cize him?"-- When the teacher reflected on these questions, he
quiclay realiied that he was constantly telling John to get back to
his exercising when he, waS kidding around, but that he almost
never went over to him and said anything nice to him when he was
exercising. He was inadvertetaly -catching John being bad,- and
ignoring hirm.when he was being good. He made an effort to try to
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"catch John being good" mote often -when he was exercising, and
tried to praite him at least four or five times during each gym pe-
riod. When he saw John goofing off, the teacher turned his back on
him co ignore him (and instead of yelling at John, he found
someone else doing his or her work and praised that student
instead of criticizing John). He told John that he still exPected 100
perCent of his exercises to be J-5ne each day, and he continued to
show him his behavior chart, and praised him for his.performance
when he showed him the chart. You can see from the behavior
chart during the second phase that praising John during the gym
period, in addition to showing him the chart and praising him at the
end of the day, increased his exercising to around 70 percent of his
assigned exercises.

The teacher decided to use a different procedure during the
fourth week. He kne* John liked to use the trampoline since he
used it whenever he could; so he told him that if he did 100 percent
of his exercises, he could use if for the last fiVe minutes of each gym
period. John complained that the teacher was expecting too much
of hiin, and that he couldn't do 100-percent of his exercises right
away. The teacher didn't give in; and John agreed- to try. On the
first day he did 90 percent of his assigned exercises but complained
that it was a lot of work. On the the second day his performance
dropped tO around 50 percenf John never earned the chance tO go

. on the -trampoline. The procedure almost worked, but almost
doesn't count, and it antagonized John in the process.

The reacher began to analyze what may 'have gone wrong this
ime. He soon realized that he had been unilaterally imposing the
100 percent criterion of performance on John- for the:'previcius
three weeks, and that this may have been somewhat unfair. He
wondered, what would happen if John Eould determine what
percentage of the exercises he had to do in order to use the. tram-
poline. He discussed this with John. John said that he would like to
do 80 percent of his assigned exercises. The teacher thought this
was a little too low, but, as you can- see, John did 85 percent of
them on Monday and 90 percent of them on Friday of that fourth
week. During the sixth week the teacher again asked him what cri-
terion he wanted to set for himself John said 100 percent, and as
the behavior chart shows he met-this self-imposed criterion during

- both gym periods of that week.
As this hypothetical example- shows, keeping a behavior Chart
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provides both a teacher and student with immediate feedback. It
show both successes and failures, and it helps_ in guiding them to
finding better solutions to their problems. It should be mentioned
diat a general tactic which should be used in any behavior improve-
ment project is to invite students, or others involved in it, to par-
ticipate actively in setting up and conducting the project. They
should be asked ici help in determining what the problem may be
(pinpointing), what the goals should be, the &iterion of perfor-
mance, and the procedures to use-in attaining these goals. Research
shows that the performance of students is much better when this is
done, than when all of this imposed upon them. (127)

GETTING STUDENTS TO CHART
BEHAVIORS
It is reasonable to assume that if every student in physical educa-
tion classes had behavior charts of his or her performances, then
this alone would positiVely affect the physical fitness and athletic
abilities of literally thousands of individuals. The behavior
modification approach advocates that this be done. But who.is go-
ing to make up and keep all of these behavior charts current? The
answer, of course, is the students themselves. Teachers who are al-
ready using the behavior modification approach have their students
keeping behavior charts of their performances. Students keep their
own, or other students help them to do this. Even kindergarten
children can keep such charts, and they are especially useful in
adaptive physical education settings. Students don't even have to
be able to read to understand behavior charts. All that any student
needs to know is that if the line on a chart is going up (or down)
things are going well, depending upon what behavior is being
improved by increase or decrease.

Students c'an be easily taught to keep such charts, and most
students enjoy doing this a great deal. Each student can have his or
her own manila file folder to keep as many behavior improvement
charts in it as need be for his or her particular needs. Students can
keep a copy of their charts with them at all times, they can look at
them as often as they want to, and they can show them to their
friends' or parents as they choose. These kinds of daily behavior
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harts provide students with constant feedback.for their perfor-
mance. They know exactly where they are each day, and they know
exactly how far they yet have to go to complete a particular aspect
of their training which may be represented on one of their behavior.
charts. These kinds of charts show both.students_ and their parents
what is going on in the gym. They vividly show improvement in be-
haviors and they serve to irnprove public relations with parents,

_ __with_others_ in the _schools,- and_with_the_ community. Behavior
charts provide individualized iarogress charts for each student and
can be very useful for individualizing the curriculum for each
student. Each student would be expected to improve at his or her
own rate, and each student's chart would be used by a teacher to
help design a program to meet'his,or her own individual needs. .

There are a number of useful sources which discuss charting be-
haviors. (26,27,100,151) In addition to published research reports
in behavior modificatiOn or books on behavior modification, a
highly useful and readily accessible source for teachers on bOth
counting and charting behaviors is a booklet in a very good series
on behavior modification.. (77) Another booklet in this series has
numerous examples of behavior charts and projects surrimarized in
a fashion that would appeal to teachers. It offers concrete exaMples
of how the behavior modification approacl-i has been used by
teachers in their classrooms (and by parents at home), and provides .
models for do-it-yourself projects. (78)

Behavior Modification as Applied Experimentation

Using the behavior modification approach in the gymnasium
amounts to the running of. an applied experiment. A physical
education teacher would be performing an, applied experiment
when he or she systematically applies a particular teaching
procedure (independent variable) in order to improve some be-
havior (dependent variable) of a student or a group of students. Be-
cause experiments can be done using any behavior as a dependent
variable and any teaching procedure as an independent variable, in
any kind of setting, this experimental approach to evaluating teach-
ing effectiveness has unlimited applicationrs in physical education
settings. Doing behavior modification experiments provides a
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teacher- with the flexibility to try out any kind of innovative
procidures oil any student behavior. Furthermore, one would get a
clear-cut record of what is happening since one would objectively
define the behaviors serving as dependent variables, and objec-
tively define and systematically manipulate the teaching procedures
serving as independent variables; The- hypothetical example of
John's exercising behavior as a dependent variable illustrates how
to manipulate systematically a number of ihdependent variables in
order to get an improvement in a dependent variable. The experi-
mental approach provides a eValuation procedure which =-
allows a teacher or anyone else co compare bvfore-and after perfor-
mances on a behavior chart, The teacher may then use self-correct-
ing tactics when things aren't going the way they should be.

A dependent variable is defined as any measurable aspect of a be-
havior. A physical education teacher may want to change the time it
takes someone to run a mile, the number of sit-ups done in five
minutes, the percentage of assignments done by a particular
student, the number of, verbal -contributions a student makes in
class, or the percentage of all of the ,students in a class who com-
plete their assignments. MI of these are measurable aspects of
students ,behaviors. An independent variable is defined as any
event which is systematically changed or manipulated in some
fashion. One would select an independent variable that is expected
tO result in some Sort of positiVe change in the student's behavior
that was selected as the duendent variable. One might change the
temperature in a room, tfie buoyancy of water wings, the height of
a basketball net, the number of substeps in teaching some
how often one praises students, when one praises students,ciw
often one criticizes students, allowing students to miss a practice if
they meet a certain level of performance during soccer practice,.
etc. Each of these events can be systematically changed in some way
by a teacher_ A teacher can increase his or her praises from 10 to 10
during a gym periodor he or she can vary the amount of air in
water wings.

The most important source of independent variables which is
likely (positively_ornegatively) to affect students' behaviors in their
physical education classes is the teacher. Teachers can arrange the
teaching environment in endless ways, and they can arrange their
own behavior, both before (as antecedents), and after (as conse-
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TABLE 5LEXAMPLESOF INDEPENDENT AND-DEPENDENT-
.

VARIABLES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION SEIM NGS1'

Independent' Varipable DependentVariable.

I
. send child to homeroom number of sassing remarks

self-record laps swum nuMber of laps swum

miss track practice

sit-down comAandsA--

height pf pole vault

number of students standing up

tokens number of revolutions of exercise bicycle

pUblic scolding of athlete number of athletic errors made

. -

quences) their students do something. Basically teachers are walk-
ing, talking, independent variables. In fact, a great deal of the work
dealing with the application of behavior modification to educational
settings- has concentrated on trying to demonstrate experimenially
the ways a. teacher's behaviors can function as important inde-
pendent variables that increase or decrease their students'. be-
haviors. Some examples of independent and dependent variables in
physical education settings are given in Tuble 5:

In the hypothetical C e of Susan, where the teacher consistently
sent her back to her meroom every time Susan sassed .him, we
have the basingr rdients of an applied experiment with the
teacher as the talking independent variable. The teacher could
systematically vary the independent variable, either sending SUsan
back to her room or ignoring her, and compare the frequency of
Susan's sassing under each experimental condition. Systematic
changes in the independent variables, self-recording of laps swum
(149), missing track practice (21), sit-downs commands (131), and
receiving tokens for exercising (-I23), have been shown to change
the corresponding dependt6nt variable (see Table 5).

As has been mentioned, one of the problems with the advice
given in many athletic and physical education magazines and
journOs is that it isn't specific enough. The variables they might-



ant Others-to change aren't desc ed cletirly, nor are many other'
important aspeas of the situation .clakified, and because,of this fact
alone the advice isn't too ueful. In cine such article it was suggested
that scolding a particular ,athlete so that it would, anger him would
lead ,,te arredustion of errors. (218) Translated into a -Workable
hypothesis, into experimental language, the author suggests that
scolding an independent variable, witl rediite errors, a dependent
variable. EVen so .the author doein't indica4e whether the scolding
is given priVately or inpublic , the extent k9 which the athlete is
criticized, etc. Once the exact waV 'orie shoukl go about 'scolding is

I defined-, then-one ran-easily conduct an expetiment-to-sge-whether .
scolding (as defined) does in fact have thcs:j_ suggested effect pn
athletic errors.

Rom an experimental viewpoint,xinpoiniing and counting be-
haviors amount CO defining and measuring dependent variabl6.
And using any kind of a behavior modification, procedure athounts
to applying an independent variable in a partieular situation. The
continuous behavior charts a teacher keeps enlbles him or her to
see how the dependent variable (plotted orr tlife vertical linethe
ordinate) changes when independent variabIes are introduced.
There are many technical problems in conducting any experiment,
but particularly so in using the behavior modification approach in
applied settings.- The most commbn proble e demonstrating
the reliability of the chosen measuremenr of the._ ior to be
changed and adequately demonstrating that the imibpendent vari-
ables manipulated did,-in fact, produce the changes one observes
(problems of control). The rationale for using behavior modifica-- _
tion procedures in real-life settings (7,17,213). and the techni-
calities of expe.rimentally perfoiming such studies (44,107,180,
230) are discussed in a number of readily available sources.

6
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There are a variety of behavior modification techniques for improv-
ing behaviors. Each of them, in essence, are different'independent
variables which may be used separately or in combination with
others to try. to change and improve students behaviors, the de-
pendent variable of interest to teachers-...There are two basic prob-
lems tacing teachers in physical education settings. The first prob-
lem is helping a student develop a new behavior, one that he or she
isn't exhibiting up to the standards he or she should, or one that he
or she isn't exhibiting at allsuch as getting .an extremely, slow
jogger to jog a mile in 15 minutes rather than 30 minutes, or get-
ting sompone who is afraid of entering the water to lie prone in the
water. The second problem is keeping a behavior going, maintain-
ing it at a particular level once it is developed, or improving it to an
optimal level. In both instances one would want to provide appro-
priate consequenceg forjhese behaviors such as praise, free time
activities, prizes, or whatever. A short discussion of two important
procedures for helping students to develop new complex motor or
social skills Will first be presented, and then a discussion of social
reinforcement techniques for maintaining and improving behaviors.
will follow.'
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,Procedures for Developing New Behaviors

SHAPING PROCEDURES

One teaching procedure everyone uses withdut knOwing its
technical term or the behavioral principle on which it is based is
shapink ,Wh'en a:coach consistently praises swimmers every (line
they swim a little faster than the last time and every time they break
their own personal record, he's using a shaping procedure. (92)
Shaping is defined as reinforcing successively closer and closer ap-
proxirnations to a desired behavior, It is a more refined version of
the procedure used by childrerr to help someone find a hidden ob-
ject by saying -You're getting warmer- each time they move closer
to the hidden object, When teachers structure a learning situation
so that they don't expect too much too quickly from their students,
they ate using a variation of the shaping procedtre. Many of the
physicd fitness and athletic skills they want to develop in their
studen:s are only in the formatiVe 'stages. A teacher's task is to take
each student from where he or she happens to be and develop his
or her ehavior'to some acceptable level of performance. Coaching
and at letic magazines and journals yield numerous anecdotal
examples of .using steP-by-step procedures to take students from
one level of performance to a much higher level, in fencing (209)
and iri vveight lifting (200), to mention but two examples. Shaping
can even be used to individualize a whole curriculum bY breaking it
into A number of sequential substeps for students to master. (76)

'One of the suggestions of the AAHPER position papers on
physical education ( 20,108) was that there should be a much more
systematic sequential development of physical education skills.
From a behavioral viewpoint the position papers are advocating us7:
ing shaping procedures as are those who promote individualized
instruction in physical education. (76) Having clear-cut .behavi`oral
subgoals for students to master step-by-step has many advantages
for both students and teachers. Teachers would be able.gto indi-
vidualize, programs much more easily and to state their behavioral ,
goals more specifically. Students Would know exactly where they
are and what they have to do on any particular day in order to
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progress coWards their goal. (200) And if daily behavioral records
are kept for each student, then the student's rate of progress could
be determined. These records could be taken home and shown to
parents, as one advocate of individualized instruction in physical
education has suggested. (76) The behavior modification approach
would 'go further and require the charting of records so that
changes in performance, including those small changes easily
missed, are more readily apparent_ Using shaping procedures also
helps to protect students from teachers who expect too much of
them and are demanding, as was John's teacher who demanded
that he do 100 percent of the exercises, instead of using a shaping
procedure (which, was discussed in the section on charting). In fact,
shaping procedures provide both teachers and students with the
patience to"develop complex behaviors. Finally it helps everyone
reach his or her goals, some more slowly than others.

There are a number of interesting examples of how useful shap-
ing procedures can be to physical education teachers. These
procedures have been used to get children to approach and use out-
door play equipment. (30,79,97) They have also been used to get
geriatric patients to take longer walks, increasing the length of the
walk from a few minutes to 15 minutes or so a day (190), and to get
a mentally retarded spina bifida child to use crutches by using a 10-
step training program_ (89) Suggestions have been made for the
more intentional use of shaping procedures in teaching swim,-
ming, (186) A 6-step program has been used to teach handicapped
students the sidestroke and the backstroke. (70) A 16-step shaping
procedure has been used to get 5- to 12-year-old children into the
water (122), and a 26-step shaping program has beerCused to get
17- to 19-year-olds to do the same thing_ (204)

A very important example of an application of shaping
procedures is Cooper's aerobic trainirk program. (40) Cooper has
incorporaced a number of behavioral principles and procedures
into his program without labeling -or perhaps even- recognizing
them as such_ His program is individually tailored for people of dif-
ferent ages and provides a number of tables of prescriptions of dif-
ferent exercise programs for the various agp groups. Each table
consists of graduated exeitise goals which guide the user in
gradually increasing the extent of their exercising while ci
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multaneously gradually decreasing the time to do this, thus increas-
ing one's aerobic (heart, lung) capacity. Co Oper hithself refers to his
program as a progressive exercise technique and states that he
considers this progression to be the key to the program. The
program has been structured so that the individual who follows it
will expend the necessary amount of energy to develop adequate
heart and lung capacity. Cooper's tables list pointA7which an indi-
vidual would earn on completing any particular step of the
program. A total of 41 points a week, which can be obtained in a
wide variety of ways, is necessary to meet an adequate standard of
aprobic capacity. (The point.5 attributed to the various activities
were determined by careful 'laboratory experiments.) Keeping
track of the number of points one gets for various kinds of different
exercise or sports activities allows one to combine their effects and
monitor his or her own progress..Keeping track of the number of
points one earns each day provides an individual with constant
feedback for the particular program. Cooper has made the observa-
tion. -Here lies the unique merit of the aerobic system: you can
measuee your own progress. .. (40:17). Cooper's aerobic pro-
gram is such an excellent application of shaping procedures that the
behavior modification approach would offer only a minor (but use-= '
ful) suggestion for ,improving the programkeeping a pictorial
chart of the daily points one earns instead of just writing them
down on a pieceof paper.

Cooper'serobic program has been used in combination with a
token system to help a young woman log more each day. ( t 01) The
program has also been used`-with almost 800 junior high school
students. (41) These students increased the distance they could run
in Cookr's 12-minute test by 17.7 percent after following his
program. In contrast, a control group of students who took regular
gym classes made rtb improvement -at all from the pre-test to the
post-test. Fiore we have an example of the large scale applicability
of a behavioral shaping precedure. If Cooper's program and shap-
ing procedures in general were more widely used in physical educa-

in and exercie training, it is quite conceivable char the health of
the nation would be improved substantially.

The systematic use of shaping proceddres in physical education
settings has a number of important advantages to otter. The
procedures inform students of the desired goal, allowing them to
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keep track of their own progress and to see what remains to reach
the goal. Not knowing where one is going, how far one has gone, or
how far one yet has to go is a state of affairs no one wants. Another
advantage of using shaping procedures more systematically, and
making the steps pnblic, is that anvone can pick up where one
teacher left off, the teacher in the next grade or school, a substitute
teacher, or even a parent cpr student. Knowing what is expected of
him or her,- and what the next steps are, students would become
more actively engaged in their physical education training. Using
shaping procedures teaches everyone involved a very important
lesson: with patience, even the most difficult behaviors can be
learned. Shaping can best be remembered as simply, steps
for little feet.-

PROMPTINGFADING PROCEDURES

A second type of reaching procedure commonly used in physical
education settings without knowing its technical name or the un-
derlying behavioral principle is prompting-jading_ Whenever a
teacher gives a student any kind of physical help or guidance in
perfOrming some task, the reacher is prompting a behavior to oc-
cur. Positioning a student's body in some way is one example,
standing behind someone and helping him or her swing a golf club
or a baseball bat is another. Holding a student in the water so that
he or she doesn't sink is a Prompting procedure, as is holding a two-
wheeled bicycle so that a child can ride it. Prompting is defined as
any antecedent event which helps to start a behavior. A prompt,can
be any kind of an event, a verbalization, actual physical guidance,
some sort of cue, or even some physical device which helps a be-

, havior- to occur. An inflection of oie's voice can be used as a
prompt'to get a behavior going, -Begin on the count of three: one,
twei, THREE!"

At the loWer grades physical education teachers encoUnter
students who don't know left from right_ In trying to teach them
left from right they often meet with failure, and a typical way of
resolving this problem is to do nothing, attribute die failure to their
"age,- "level of maturation," "perceptual awareness," or -lack of
appropriate cognitive development... A prompting-fading
procedure, however, can turn such failures into successes long
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before the students mature. Just put a big circle on the student's
right hand with a marking pen (or a piece of masking tape, or a rib-
bon). Now the students always will know which is their right hand.
With appropriate practice the penned circle should be gradually
made smaller and smaller (faded) while the student continues to
retain the learned behavior, until the prompt is completely taken
away and the student can tell left and right without the help of the
prompt. Any student, even those in adaptive physical education,
will learn left from right, and almost immediately. To handle prob-
lems of the mirror image the teacher would put a mark (prompt) on
his or her own righr hand.

Various kinds of phy;Tcal devices already are functioning as
prompts in physical education settings. A commercially available
device consisting of a pair of collars that positions one's wrist and
the putter in the proper position are used by golfers to facilitate a

, pendulum-like arc in their putting. The safety harnesses used by
gymnasts on the trampoline, balance beam, and for floor exercises
is another example of a physical prompting device, as are water
wings and other kinds of flotation devices.

The goal in physical education training is to get students
eventually to perform various behaviors and sports skills without
assistance. Therefore a teacher would want to decrease gradually
the extent to which assistance is given in holding a golf club or
baseball bat, keeping afloat in the water, or working out on a
balance beam. Doing so is equivalent to using a fading procedure.
Fading is defined as the gradual removal of a prompt. It amounts to
withdrawing whatever kinds of assistance or guidance were initially
used to help start a behavior.

Prompting-fading procedures are used when a student can't
exhibit a behavior by himself or -herself. It's important that the
assistance given a student is gradually withdrawn (faded,. If the
withdrawing of support is too abrupt then a student may become
upset, and even fail. To avoid abrupt fading, the physical education
skills or sports skills can be divided arbitrarily into a number' of
levels to coincide with the same number of fading levels. Then as a
student progresses to the next level of the physical education or
sports skill his or her prompt will automatically by reduced to the
appropViate fading level..When gradual fading becomes a standard
training procedure in physical e.ducation, then students can see the
extent-of their progress as prompts are systematically faded. This
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progress can be visually shown to students on charts, and both
teacher and student will know exactly what is happening.

When students are given lighter or modified sports equipment a
prompting procedure- is being used. (250) Problems can arise if
studdnts continually use modified equipment. They may become
overtrained on it and may not perform as well as they should when
they have to usc standard equipment. If the equipment in the
major kinds of sports and physical fitness activities were gradwited
in weight (or some other relevant attribuw), then students could
begin with-the weight level that felt comfortable and afforded them
some success. As their performnce progressed, they would
gradually replace their equipment with a heavier model until they
'could perform adequately using standard equipment. Water wings
and other kinds of flotation devices used in teaching swimming
could be adapted in this way for the purpose of fading the support
(tidy give to swimmers. Although it has been demonstrated that it is
more effective to teach swimming with water wings than without
them, these prompts are usually remoVed very abruptly. (102) It
should be much more efficient, and effective, to use a number of
water wings with different degrees of buoyancy_ Students could
then use the water wiggs in order, progressing from the most
buoyani to the least buoyant, gradually learning to swim more and
more under their oWn power:

Along with shaping and prompting-fading procedures teachers
often use demonstrations to teach new behaviors. This method
amounts to a modeling or imitation procedure_ It too is a very im-
portant teaching tool. However, it has not been explored as much
in phisical education settings as it has in other areas. (10) A very
useful manual on the use of imitation in educational settings is
available_ (219) Several general discussions of the use of shaping
and prompting-fading and also available (13,33,151): one deals
specifically with physical education_ (189) A number of sources are
especially useful becahse they have step-by-step detailed programs
(with pictures) of shaping, prompting-fading, and imitation
rocedures for teaching a variety of behaviors (1( 7,242,243); one

of these would be most useful in teaching sports and recreational
behaviors_ (242) Although the procedures discussed in these
sources deal with their applications to handicapped and retarded in-
dividuals, the general principles and procedures arc applicable to
individuals of all kinds, and all ages, and in any setting.
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Procedures for Increasing and Decreaing Behaviors

There are a variety of consequences which may function to increase
or decrease behaviors. Verbal praise is one such consequence; it
frequently functions ias a reinforcement. Consequently.,social rein-
forcement procedures are the most important procedures anyone
can use to improve any behavior. Teachers should always use social
reinforcement procedures, either alone or in addition to other
procedures for increasing behaviors, such as activity or token rein-
forcement procedures. They should also always use social rein-
forcement procedures when they use a punishment procedure to
decrease some inappropriate behavior. If one were to observe
teachers who are very successful in teaching° physical education
skills, one would find them lavishly praising their students. Be-
havior modification research has gone beyond simple observation
and looked intb the complexities of social reinforcement to show
us how to use it most effectively. The single most important
procedure a physical education teacher could learn from the be-
havior modification approach is how best E0 use verbal praise as
social reinforcement.

SOCIAL REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

All teachers are very much interested in how to motivate students.--
They are curious about what some teachers do that makes them ;
more effective than others. This concern is reflected in physical
education articles appearing in both coaching and research-
oriented journals. The focus of interest is the teacher's behaviors,
primarily verbal behaviors_ The nice things teachers say are thought
to be of crucial importance in teaching. Articles from coaching
journals urge teachers to use -verbal incentives- (218), and to "al-
ways encourage, and n -ever discourage.- (236) They suggest that
verbal praise is the mo t common form of positive motivation
(118), that one should ve-bally praise students as much as possible,
even "brag" about them 92), and that one should -never miss op-
portunities-to praise someone for a good performance:. (232) Al-
though the authors of these and many other articles of this type
don't offer any concrete evidence for their opinions, behavioral
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studies in the schools have found It very good advice..These
authors alSo offer other kinds of advice, such as advocating "scold-
ing" (218), or saYing chat .'.'too much praise can weaken its effect,"
or ..that a -blend of criticism and Praise tailored to 'each student's
needs can be beneficial to hirn. or her (232) for v:ihich no evidence
has been found. -

After it was sugge te'd that_physical educators should spendrrnore
me . descriptively tudying teacher-student interactions (4), a

number of individu s developed a variety of ways of doing
so. (60,159,198,248)- nforcunately, each investigator developed a
separate categofy system, with a distinct terminology and particular
'descriptions of what constitutes each category of behavior. In fact,
the investigators have pinpointed similar sounding behaviors in dif-
ferent ways in some instances, and in ocher instances they haven't
given adequate behavioral Aiescriptions of 'behaviors. Con-
sequeptly, it is difficult to cbmpareresults obtained from these dif-
ferent systerris. One study relating the climate of a class (supportive
or defensive) with teacher behaviorsrated actual teaeherbehaviors
according to whether they were "positive emotive-behaviors- or
"negative enlotiv behaviors." These gross behavioral caregoriza-
tions,,were compared with the results obtained from using other
kinds or category systems to study teacher behaviors in the.
classroom. An examination of these behavioral categories (19:
344-5) shows that the common terms used to describe positive
emotive teacher behaviors are approval. reassurance, praise, en-

urage, supportive behavior, shows affective behaviors,. and the com-
mon tyrms to describe negative emotive teacher behaviors are be-
havioral disapproval, deprecating students, criticisms, justifies au-
thority, user-sarcasm, threatens, or reprover. These two broad classes
pf teacher verbal behaviors identified in these Varied educational
studies are roughly comparable to the more general terms teacher
verbal prai,se and teacher verbal criticism.

Although both the anecdotal advice and the results of descrip-
tive studies of teachers' verbal interactions with students em-
phasize the importance of a teacher's praise and criticism, neither
actually demonstrati,s it: they don't show a functional relationship
between praising and criticizing and a student's academic or social
performance. Behavior modification studies -in the schools
repeatedly demonstrate that a reacher's verbal praises and
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criticisms are very important independent variables which affect
students behaviors for better and for worse. Using verbal praise
lone Can improve a student's behaviors, in nursery grades (2), ele-

mentary (81), or high school. (144) Verbal praise can improve a.
child's walking (83), the walking of geriatric patients (190), and the
extent to which normal (30,97), or brain injured children uge
monkey bars or climbing frames (79). These and other studies on
using verbal praise in the classroom also offer physical education
teachers very sPecific advice on.exactly how to change their prais
ing and criticizing in order to mote effectively generate desirable
academic and/or social behaviors in their students.

Before considering this experimental evidence and its implica-
tions for helping to implement the physical education cUrriculum,
consider some real-life situations and you will see that social conse-
quences are very important for all of us. Students interact quite dif-
ferently with their own teachers as compared with substitute
teachers, or with other teachers in their school setting. They may
be devils with one teacher and angels with others, all within a mat-
ter of a few minutes. The same thing happens at home. Children
may behave very well with baby sitters or grandparents but fight
and produce problems with their parents. Conversely, they may
cause all sorts of commotion and problems for the sitters or
grandparents, but be very good with their parents, In other words,
children seem to behave in different ways depending upon whom
they are with. These kinds of common anecdotal observations sug-
gest strongly that what goes on between children and adults, espe-
'cially in terms of the consequences adults provide for children, is
very important. Behavior modification experiments in the school,
home, and other settings show that a functional relationship
between social consequences and behavior does exist.

A variety of social consequences, praising, complimenting, smil-
ing, patting on the head (even frowning, and criticizing), have been
shown to increase a variety of children's and adults' behaViors.
When these or any other kinds of social consequences (even
spanking a chi4d) are shown to increase the frequency of a behavior
that follow, they are, technically, social reinforcements. A social
r6nforcement is defined as ally social consetictIce a/ a beiw tior ubich
i)Icreases ibc occurrence of thc behavior III the future. So a social rein-
forcement is a social event which follows a behavior and increases
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the frequency of that behavior. Social consequences supplied by
nursery school teachers (25), elementary school teachers (81,130,
226), high school teachers (144), and, yes, principals (42) have all'
been demonstrated to function as social reinforcement for
students. Children can even provide social consequences that
improve their teacher's behaviors. (45) Praise can also be very ef-
fective when used by parents at home to help improve school-re-
lated behaviors (79,237). Any teacher consequence, regardless of
what it is, -even scolding, might function as a social reinforcement_
It is important to keep good data and charts in order to determine if
a particular social consequence does, indeed, function as a social
reinforcement and to identify those social consequences that
generally work as social reinforcements. Keeping good records of
what is happening allows one to see what effects a change in a
teacher's behavior is having on his or her students_ Without reCords
one can't tell what is happening, and one may' be easily deceived.
Maybe a teacher's scolding does improve a student's behavior,
maybe not. Without records we might think the scolding works:
but if a chart shows that the frequency of hitting by a student
increases when the teacher scolds (as compared to hitting behavior
without the scolding), then we know otherwise_ Behavioral recor
and charts can't deceive us.

Classroom Discipline and Social Reinforcement
Some' teachers may spend a great deal of time just repeating
instructions and going over the rules again and again. Instructions
are-a form of antecedent events which are given in the hope that
they will make certain behaviors occur. When students don't follow
instructions or rules, teachers may wbnder why_ The teachers may
not have provided students with appropriate consequences
whenever they did follow the instructions. (16) The relative effec-
tiveness of simply reciting classroom 'idles, merely ignoring inap-
propriate behaviors, and praising students for appropriate be-
haviors have been experimentally analyied in a number of recent
studies_ (79,81,178) Simply reciting the rules to students was found
not to be very effective. Merely ignoring unwanted behaviors (and
not "tdoing anything else) was also found ineffective. Praising
students for their performance was found to be most effective in at-
taining classroom control. Once a teacher becomes aware of what
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he or she is actually doing in the classroom, and how to use praise
and criticism more effectively, then students behaviors can
improve very significantly.

Numerous behavioral studies have shown that teachers unknow-
ingly, and accidentally, produce many of the behavioral discipline
problems they have with their students. A general finding is that
when teachers: verbal criticisths exceed their verbal praises to a
certain degree, a student, several students, or a whole class can go

out of Control. The study mentioned,earlier, dealing with sit7down
commands, dramatically illustrates this phenomenon. When
teachers increased their sit-downcommands (in an effort to have
more students seated), more students stood up. When they
reduced their sit-down commands to very few, fewer students
stood up, But when they reduced their sit-down commands tO zerny
(consistently ignoring those standing' up) and simultaneously
praised other students as they were sitting (something they never
did before), fewer students were standing up than ever before.
(131) This study demonstrated that a large number of teacher
verbal criticisms combined with fewer verbal praises actually func-
tioned as a social reinforcement and produced discipline problgnis
in the class. This same phenomenon was aisq demonstrated in a
class which initially was in perfect control. When the teacher
systematically increased the number of times she criticized the class
while simultaneously reducing the number of times sheraised the
class, the class went put of control. (226) The lesson these and
other studies demonstrate should be self-evident.

Teacher criticisms can also have detrimental effects on academic
performances of various kinds. A recent study has shown' that talk=

ing to children about the digit reversals they make, atually
increases these kinds of errors. (Eizi) Teachers have always cor-
rected errors of one sort or another, and on the basis of various be-
havioral studies one "may begin to wonder what good (or bad) it
may have been doing. One may also begin to wonder if it is better
to put big X's through a student's errors, or is it better to leave the
mistakes unmarked and merely put big C's through the correct
answers on a student's paper?

Observations of literally thousands of teachers have shown that
where things aren't going well teachers criticize much more -biten
than' thes praise. They criticize around four to nia; times more than
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they praise. (133) Ofe recent olsofervational study of the relative
verbal praise And criticism rates of teachers tiom a number of grade
levels showed that up to the secondgrade teachers dispensed more
praises than criticisms to their students. Beyond the-second grade
teachers on the average dispensed more verbal criticisms than
praises to their students (245) Assuming that these findings would
hold true throughout the country, then there should be great
concern over this matter. Evidence from a variety of other sources
suggests that this phenomenon may, indeed, be quite universal, not
only in the schools but in institutions (71,240), and the home (96,
247) as well.

Teachers in physical education classes may also criticize more
than they praise. At least one study, of 40 physical education
teachers at the upper elementary, high school, and college level,
showed that 333 teacher verbalizationS were criticisms or state-
ments iustifying authority, while only 94 verbalizations were praise
or encouragement. Of the thousands of verbalimsions which were
recorded from these teachers (12,620), they were criticizing 2.6
percent of 'the time while praising only .7 percent. They were pro-
ducing around 4 criticisms for every verbal praise. (159) Consider-
ing the total number of students these 40 teachers were teaching,
one can only conclude that very few were getting praised by their
teachers. Students should be caught mote often being good (and
praised) than being bad (and criticized),

Safety in the Gym and Social Rein orcement
Recognizing that adverse effects can occur when one criticizes and

mplains more often than when one praises and complithents,
teachers could apply this knowledge to prevent numerous prob-
lems they encounter in the classroom. or gymnasium_ Consider the
problem of physical safety. One estimate of the frequency of school
accidents is that around 50 percent of them occur during physical
education training, and that 65 percent of these occur during class
instructional periods. For this reason physical education teachers
are urged to be more,concerned with safety education, both while
in college and as a praticing physical education teacher_ (54) What
kind of training should physical education teachers get so that they
can prevent more accidents in the gymnasium? What can a teacher
do to decrease the possibility of accidents in the gym classes?

81
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A behavioral:analysis-of the safety problem would involve look-
ing for possible antecedents and consequences of accidents lt is_
conceivable that attending and criticizing inappropriate and dan-
gerous belhaViors iri a gymnasium may actually increase them. On
the other hand, if students are praised whenever they eXhibit -safe"
behaviois: tlutirtg gym class, these safe behaviors should, most
probabN'inc:rease in frequency (and preclude the occurrence of an
acciden0 How often does the average physical education teacher
praise sr ents,when they perform in an appropriate and safe man-
ner? Perha s each teacher should set a goal of praising each day at
/least 10 dif rent tudents in each gym clan for doing something,in
a safe Ainner.- .:The students will continually be reminded to
perform 'kafely and every9ne will be eventually praised. Such a
tactic:can only produce po give results_

Hoy to Mk e Verbal Praise Mor e Effi'ctiie
with Students

If a,number orspecific Suggestions, based on behavior modifica
researeh'done in the schools, were incorporated by physical educa-
tion teachers int8 their teaching methods, they could mwd-mize
their tcaclijng effectiveness with their students. These specific sug-
gestio 'r all aimed at enhancing the extent to which a teacher's
verbal aises can function _as social reinforcements for their
studen aCh 'of them is 'based upon wilat other teachers have
done, ,ach has been experimentally demonstrated to be effec-
tive. E p,gestion should help to increase the number of times a

.,teacher positively interacts with each student. The general lesson
for any teacher to learn from these suggestions is to m in/ ize t
criticism. and raig tly praise! More specifically;

1. Keep a (Lill ,wini and hart f n.rba/ piai Ouch, to In

ii-en (do tug include class praise) for at least one-half hour a
1-- preferably during an instructional period. Onc need nut
count verbal criticisms, unless so desired. Increase the praise rate

'to at least one lime every two minutes on the average (15 per
halfdiour,. 30 per hour. I 50-180 per day). If this raw has already
been reached, increase praising as much as possible. (20) Count=

ory/S own.: verbal pritises and charting them each"day wll
make a teacher very much aware of Ins or her praising behavior.
For many teachers, just seeing this, feedback and knowing

a



specific goal to attain will be sufficient to.increase their verbal
praiW. The others may have to 9peal to somone'else, a spouse,
perhaps, to provide additional consequences (.a special meal, be-
ing taken out to dinner, being allowed to skip:a household chore,
etc.) for successfully hicreasing the rare: of praising.,if neatSary

. one could provide consequences'(a movie, weekend trip, a book,
etc.) Oneself.

2. Prahe hadents'aboui eqiialh. Both casual and systematic observa-
tion of the classroom show that Many students don't receive their
fair share of teacher attention. In lowergrades teachers may ask
their students to keep irack of the teadler's-praises by tally-ing
them on tards. Moving ardund the classroom or gyrn, the teacher .

can see if the praises and compliments are being distributed
about equally. For older children, ard ad ult students, the teacher
could keep track of this distribution of praises on a.piece,of
paper, or arbitrarily divide the class into subgroups and make
sure that each member of a subgroup is praised before going on .

to the next subgroup (192), or giVe students tokens for their
AperformanCe. (139) In the token procedure, the token serves as a
cue for the teacher to praise the student each time .a token iS
given. If eaCh student would receive only a certain numher of to-
-kens during each gym period, is will inSure that the 'teacher
praises each class member equally. There are.other ways to aid a
reacher iirdispensing praise equally among students. (29)
Ppaiie the student's behaviors as well as the student. Praise should be
descriptive. Mentioning the behavior one is praising, e.g., "You
had a much smoother transition this time with your left leg exten-
sion during yobr turn iqto .stage front,' should be more effective
in increasing that particular behavior.of a dancer than merely say-
ing, 'I liked the .,.1), you did it this tiine a lot better." Behavioral

arch has shown that descriptive verbal praise is more effec;
nye in generating various kilids of behaviOrs than nOndescriptive
praise. (67;73) It has been suggested that providing performance
information along with positive evaluative comments may be one
of the most important tasks of a physical educator. (20,) And yet
Observational studies of physical education teachers have shown
that teachers, don't mention behaviors v'ety often when they
praise. They tend to use repetitive patterns of words, in many. .
cases, the same words, and often words only remotely 'related to a
student's specific perfonce. (.66) -Although feedback ac-

1,7-cinicred-7-ft_5'carrinjoi- go milli-I-of teacher varbafi ions- --

in another study, most often the teachers' verbalizations
quite neutral arid redundant, sat' as saying 'okay" and -all right."
(198) A recent study of teaching handicapped children how to
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swim has demo'hstrated that task-specific praise plus corrections .

was miich more effective in teaching them to swim than was
nontask-specific praise. (70)

4. Ignore -inappropriate behaviors unless hey are dangerous, or
extremely disruptive to others. A reacher always has the choice of
catching one student being bad, or catching another Student be-
ing good at any given moment in a class. The time which is Spent
criticizing one student. for being bad can- always be spent praising
another student for being goca Rather than fuss about a student
doing something annoying, find another student whose perfor-
rnance could be praised. Knowing the effects praiseand criticisM
can have on children's behaihors, the choice a teacher should
make in such situations should be quire clear, (84,130,131) A
teacher can be aided in ignoring a student's behavior by turning
his or her back on the student and finding another student behav-
ing appropriately and praising him or her. .

5. Maintain a 5;1 praiselcriticim ratio. As mentioned earlier,.
teachejs criticize more than they..'praise (around four or five
criticisms per praise) when things .aren't going well. (133) When,
this ratio is reversed IS praising four or five times more than
criticizing, things cart go very well in the classroom. A teacher can
maintain this praise/criticism ratio by saying penancd after having
criticized a student. Every time on verbally criticizing any
student, the teacher must immediately make at least five different
nice comments to five different students-before again criticizing
any other srudynt. This penance technique helps todnsure that
praise is increased and spread among more students. Besides, no
criticism takes place giuring the penance The result is a more
positive atmosphere in the classroom or the gymnasium. ActuallY
teachers can criticize as much as they want as long as_ tHey keep
the 5:1 praise/criticism ratio. A teacher will invariably Criticize
every now and'then, bat keeping ton:1 ratio, criticizing in an at-
mosphere of praise, will help achieve success. (29,133)

6. Criticize softly and directly to the individual( s ) involved. Be-
havioral studies have demonstrated that loud reprimands may
actually increase die inappropriate behaviors of some students
while soft reprimands resulted in better control for many
students. ( 164) InStead of yelling at someone across the gym, or a
playing field, walk over to the individual, w,hen popible, and -

speak softly. Someone having been yelled as is most apt to yell
back. Yelling loudly is a common antecedent event which can
suickly esc'alate into -a shoutingbatt11.-berwan x-reacher,-and-
sindent(s).4r s better to criticize softly and praise loudly.

.
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The suggestions made thusfar, about enhancing a teacher's social
consequences so that they can function as possible social reinforce-
ments for students, have only dealt with a teacher's verbal praises.
Nonverbal social consequences such as a smile, a pat on the back, a
nod of the head, etc are alsc; social consequLnces which can also
function as social reinforcements. (107) These nonverbal social
consequences invariably accompany verbal praises and should, of
course, be used as much as possible. The wealrh of behavior
modification research in the schools has concerned primarily the ef-
fects a teacher's verbal praises can have on students' behaviors. It is
much easier to keep track of verbal praises than nonverbal social
consequences. Because it's easier to count verbal 'praises tan non-
verbal consequences and because so many behavioral studies have
shown how very effective verbal praise is in improving behaviors,
the behavior modification approach adVocarq.s. that teaghers try to
maximiie the extent to which they verbally praise their siudentg.

Physical education teachers should be forewarned. Once a
teacher' begins to change his or her own classroom behaviorS
(dispensing more praise than usual), students will become aware of
't and a short period of stress and storm may arise as everyone in-
volved gets used to the teacher's new behavior patterns. If students
show some concern for what's happening, and/or if a teacher be-
comes somewhat ethbarrassed or self-conscions about what is going
on, ir is a very good sign. It means that the te.acher is actually mak-
ing changes in the teaching procedures and that something is hap-
pening. Keep it up. IC should lead to improvencents in the students'
performance.

It's ,-more diffiMie to change some teachers behaviors than
others. As one study showed, keeping a chan of one's praises to
students was not effective in increasing the praising behavior 'of
every teacher. (234) When the teachers then had tones piped in-
termittaritly into their classroorhs over an intercom and were to
praise a student whenever they heard a tone, more teachers
increased their praising behavior. There are other procedures for
changins a teacher's behaviors when a teacher may not be able tO,
do it too well alone. As a matter of fact, a great deal of recent be-
,.havioral work has been concerned with how best to teach- teachers
at-IT-dithers to Cllanke tr&it incerarrioffs-wirk surdents-and -others--
they interact With during their everyday lilies_ A recent book on
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training individuals in the use of behavior modification procedures
should be very valuable to physical eduntiod teachers and/or
college professors of physical education. It has a number of articles.
on reaching others how to use behavior modification procedures in
the school, the home, and other settings. (251) A recent article has
a very useful summary of studies concerned with reaching others
how to use behavior modification procedures, and it offers very
specific guidelines on how best to do this. (125) It should be
particularly worthwhile for anyone involved in either pre-service or
in-service training of physical education teachers.

The "Bug-in-the-Ear" as a Tratning Device
A problem in helping teachers change their behaviors in the
classroom is how to give them immediate feedback about what they
are doing. If a supervising reacher or someone else does this as a
teacher is teaching, it can interfere with what the teacher is doing.
If feedback is given after a lesson, it is not of any use to the teacher
until st-3me future time, and -even so, ir may nor be of any practical
use at all because .a similar situation where the advice may be put to
work may not happen to the reacher for some days, weeks, or even
months. This problem exists whether feedback is given orally or in
the forrn of TV feedback of a teacher's performance. But how can
someoneNgive a teacher immediate feedback fo a student's perfor-
mance that doesn't interfere wirh what is going on and that can be
immediately used by a reacher to improve teaching? One very ef-
fective way of doing this by having a reacher wear a -bug-in-the-
ear.- , .

The bug-in-the-ear is a physical device which has been rather ex-
tensively .used to improve teachers befiviors, and which has also
been found to be useful in improving students' behaviors. LE has
also been very useful as a training, device hi directly iniproving the
behavior of children and husbands and wives at home. It can be
extrem -ly useful in physical educatibn settings, both in the training
of teach - s and/coaches and their students and/or athletes. The
bug-in: t .-ear is a radio-controlled receiver which fits into the ear
like a h aring aid. Such a device can be obtained commercially or
handma e in ,Various ways(21.1)_Noyv_adays_rnany-indivisluals-owal-------
Ciiizen Band radios, and they can easily be adapted to be u-sed
with a bug-in-the-ear. In using a bug-in-the-ear a reacher or coach
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could just talk into a microphone, and the student and/or athlete
wearing the bug-in-the-ear would hear what was being said, regard-

of what was happening all around him or her and regardless of
ho.w noisy it is. This radiocontrolled device allows a teacher to give
immediate individualized verbal attention to a student without dis-
rupfing the student's activity or of those around the student. A
teacher could continually guide and shape a student's responses
even at long distance with this device:" With variations and adap-
dons the bug-in-the-ear can be used wifh a number of individuals at
the same time, as in teaching or coaching a number of individuals
on a team simultaneously. The bug-in-the-ear promises E0 be a
most important innovation in physical education for giving students
the kind of immediate feedback which will positively benefit them
in improving upon their physical fitness and athletic skills.

ACTIVITY REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

Most students' behaviors will improve when their teacher
systematically increases just his or her social consequences. For
those that don't, other kinds of consequences may have to be used
in addition to verbal praises. (22) Conceivably any kind of an event
can be used by a teacher as a consequence for a student's beha:rior.
Physical educators and coaches have always used a wide variety of
incentives or awards for students and/or athletes. Coaching
journals are full of articles describing ways to motivate achleres,
from giving them decals for their helmets in fOotball (218), or plac-
ing 6tars on a bulletin board in baseball (91), to giving them points
or tokens for their performances which they can then exchange for
decals (34), ice cream (168), or other kinds of awards, even varsity
letters. (148) These kinds of conseqtiences may be quite effective
in many cases, whereas in other cases they may not work at all.
Regardless of whether [Key work or not, the teacher or coaCh who
uses them is trying to increase or improve behaviors by manipulat-
ing consequences.

Giving objects of various kinds for performance can increase de-
sirable behaviors; if so, the objects are functioning as reinforce-
triellfg.'Orh-erkindsof zifrisaftinwg- e air also -be -effecTii'Ve----Til:;,--;
very important kinds of cbnsequences which have been exteiisively'
studied in educational settings are activity and token reinforce-
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merits. The teacher who lets Juan work on the trampoline if he
comes to the gym on time, who lets Mary work on the uneven bars
if she helps other students rope climb, and who lets Larry help with
elean-up if he does his headstand exercises correctly; is a teacher
who is letting these'students do'something they really like'to do if
they first_ do something they might nor like doing very much.
Teachers and parents frequently use these kinds of consequences
without realizing they may be using a reinforcement procedure.
-Brush your teeth, and then you can go out and plv,- or -Do your .
homework, and then you can watch TV," are exAmples of.using
activity consequences. Behavioral studies have shown that a dis-
liked behavior ean be increased in frequency if the person is
allowed to do some activity he or she really likes to do immediately
after. In other words, following a low preference behavior by a high
preference behavior often leads to an increase in frequency of-the
low preference behavior. In this situation, a person's behavior func-
tions as a reinforcement for another'one of his or her behaviors; the
individual is actually reinforcing himself or herself. Self-reinforce-
ment has very important implications for adults and others who are
concerned about keeping physically fit. Using activity conse-
quences for exercising or dieting can function as reinforcements
and can help one keep physically'fit. Examples of haw adules have
used activity reinforcements as consequences for their exercising
will be discussed later_

c ivity reinforcement is defined as any activity (behavior) an
individual engages in following his or her own behavior which increases
the occurrence of the behavior in the future. Using activity reinforce-
ments to change and improve behaviors is sometimes referred to as
using the -Premack Principle,- -Contingency Contracting," or
-Grandma's Rule:- Each of these terms are synonsymous, and refer
to the fact that many people will increase doing something they
don't like to do in order to do something they like to do.

The activity an individual engages in following his performing a
low preference behavior can take place at school, at home, or any
other plate. (180) Some examples of using activity reinforcements
_in physical education settings are: additional recreation time for
-genitcg ffetc-rnemburTO-Come-ru recrertrion-centerT1-73), being
taken out to dinner for keeping the weightroom clean (49): and,
Missing practice for improving One's pole vaulting. (2 P.) Finding out
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what activities students like can be determined by watching what
they do in theiree time, asking thern directly, or finding lists of
possible gctiviFiEs from behavior modification guides. A recent
book lists many such activities. It also lists well over 200 different
verbal praise words and 'sentences which teachers may find useful'
for varyins the praises they give to their students. (132:178-80)
Another source lists 65 verbal praise statements. (114)

Using activities as consequences for a student's behaviors
amounts to making a verbal contract. If a student does something

r the teacher, then the teacher will do something in return. Such
contracts, which can also be put in written form, are especially use-
ful in the upper grades. A recent book gives details on how to
construct and use such written contracts. (53) For very young
children, or some students in adaptive education classes, very effec-
tive picture contracts (cartoons), which don't require any reading
on the parr of the student, will be found to be very useful_ (115)
When using activity reinforcements (and token reinforcement
procedures also), it is important that students be actively involved
in selecting the particular consequences and in defining the be-
havior _that has to precede the desired activity. When, students
decidpon these things, they perform-much b r than when the
teacher unilaterally imposes his or her own ex ations on them.
(127) Activity reinforcement procedures can be used with single
individuals or with a-whole class_ A very useful summary of iroup
contingency procedurk in educational settings can be consulted
for more derailed inforrnation. (86)

TOKEN REINFORCEMENT PROCEDLIRES
In most school situations students don't usually 'have an immediate
opportunity EC) engage in activity consequences or to be given some
sort of material consequence such as awards, decals, etc.; for sucl
cessfully exhibiting some behavior. These consequences may be
Niven to them at the end, of a clas-s period, later on during the day or
week, or at home or some other place. In some instances the conse-
quences may have to rake place some time in the future, and it may

_ lie one _or_more svw,ks,_ or_ ese ry,rnarLy_ mon th s_ hze_tore _ a stiae
receives a. consequence he or she has been working fon, To bridge
the time gap between exhibiting appropriate physical education
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and/or athletic behaviors and receiving the desired consequences
teachersiAnd/or coaches .rnJy give students points or tokens. Once a
certain number of these tokens are accumulated, then the students
would be able co turn them in for material objects Or - acti vi ties for

which they are working:- Receiving money for working is an
example of using Jokens, for the money can be turned in for
various goods or activities_ We live in a token economy.

It is easy to find examples of token systems in physical education
publications. There are general discussions about using them (6),
disoassionS about using them for grading systems (63,147), in foot-

(,4), or cross:country training (148,168), to mention but a few.
Although such point or token systems may_be quite widely used by

_both teachers and coaches, very few of them are using the point or
token systems as effectively as they can. One apparent reason for

-this is that they are unaware of the hundreds of published behavior
modification studies on using token reinforcement procedures in
schoOl and ocher settings. The physical education articles on token
systems show many deficiencies in the various applications of the
token systems they describe. The situation may have been such that
a student can only win once, even though he or she has accumu-
lated a number of points for good behavior (148), or such that they

. . .

can t individualize a student's program, or use shaping procedures
with him- or her, or such that students may nocobtain the conse--
quences they haye worked for. Students may even have to do
tedious work unnecessarily, such as jogging, in order to obtain con-
sequenC-es they had already earned. (168). Physical education
teachers and coaches should be cautioned against using token rein-
forcement prckedures, especially With_a whole group of students or
athletes; unless' they are very well versed in the ABC's of the be-
havioral approach. Many things can go wrong in using a token
economy. For example, daily records of earnings and spending may
not be kept and inflations and/or depressions can occur, students
may steal tokens, students may earn coo many tokens and they may
not want to work anymore, students may lose all of their tokens
and-go bankrupt, they may he overtrained with a token system and
become too dependent On it, they may not be able to turn their to-
kens in soon enough fol- them to be effective, or they may not \have

edb-u0 --vac 'Or"Til a ccri-a4 -goo y Ettri4 ,

kens in for: A real-life example illustrates what can go wrong. (1-16)
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Teachers should become familiar -with the published .behavior
modification studies of token reinforcement programs that bear
directly on their area ofinteresr, and acquire a basic knowledge 'of
.the behavioral approach, especially pinpointing, counting, record-
.ing, charting, and evaluating what is happening, before ever-at-
tempting to conduct a large scale token reinforcement program.

Much information is available to guide one in using token rein-
forcement procedures. An excellent article reviews token rein-
forcement systems in the sch-ools (163), and a book discusses the
Else of token reinforcement procedures in school settings in great
derail. (239) A similar book should be most useful for teachers in
adaptive physical education settings, or for any teacher who has to
d'eal with similar problems. It offers very concrete and specific sug-
gestions. (156) A recent article provides teachers with a systematic
overview.of common problems in running a token economy. (55) It
describes the problems, suggests how to remedy them, and most

' Important,- explains how to structure the situation so that they don't
occur. It is required reading for anyone contemplating using an
elaborate token system with a group of students or athletes_ In ad-
dition to these .potential technical problems, one must be aware
that the administrators and the parents may have reservations or
outright hostility toward such procedures. One should be prepared
to deal with those concerns before beginning any such program.

A frequently- voiced criticism of thetoken reinforcement
procedure is that it constitutes bribing. This criticism is a common
misconception about using tokens. Knowing how to respond to
skich a criticism can facilitate 'using such proc-e-dures with one's
students. U-sing tokens or points to teach children to read, write, or
perform well in, physical education is nor bribing,. A definition of
bribing is giving money andlor favors to someone doing something illegal
or immoral_ kt certainly isn't illegal or immoral for children or adults

learn to read or write or perform well in physical education, and
_y other activities_ Another common concern is that students al-

ys have to be given tokens to do their schoolwork_ Correct usage
of token reinforcement procedures requires students to be
gradually weaned from them. Generally verbal praise would always
be used with the tokens so that when the tokens are finally taken

--awayr4,,erhaprai so alon-e-would -maintain-the desired- ---
A wide variety bf criticisms and concerns about behavior
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.modification in general, and token reinfqrcement procedures in
particular, hive been expressed from tithe to time. (249) Most of
these concerns refletr a lack of inforthation about the nature of be,
havior modification and the cOrrect use of the variouS behavioral

_ procedures-, inclading _token economies. Two very good di's--

cussions of these comMon concerns are readily available and
=should be read and studied by anyone contemplating the use of
token reinforcement,procedures in school settings. 4162,165)
Once one _becomes fully acquainted- with -the substance of these

'articles, one will be better able to understand and answer the more
common kinds of questions which -are asked abbut behavior
modification procedureS in general and about particular token rein-

' forcement techniques.
Before- implementing a token reinforcement program, especially

if it is- with a whole group of students or athletes, one should be-
'Come thorotighly acquainted ,wirh the more relevant references
mentioned above. If possible, one should also observe someone
'who is successailly using a token reinforcement program in a
school or physical education Setting, and talk to them about the
intricacies of using tokens with students, Token reinforcement
procedures were used in the previously mentioned studies dealing
with weightlifting (49), pole vaulting (21), walking (190,197), po
ture (57), competition among handicapped childien (11.0), and
exercising. (101) Cooper's a obic training program, (40) is struc-
tured so that points are dairi4 for following the program. The
points alone, as consequences, ikay be effective for many indi-
viduals to persist in the program leeping a chart of the points ob-
taMed. may make the point system more effective. One might even
use them as tokens to be turned in for Various activities or other
consequences. Cooper even suggested to one individual who had
trouble getting adolescents to stick to the aerobic program that he
might give them various kinds of patches -for the points they
earned. (40:164) He, was suggesting a simple token system. Be-
cause his system involves shaping and a point systeni which had
been very carefully and scientifically determined, his system can be

-very easily incorporated into a token reinforcement program,
Combined with a token reinforcement program it proraiges to be a
vetffithp-dtratiFdrilleffeCtiVey of iMPF6Ving-EfiCp-fifiical fitness
of literally many, many thousands of young students and adults of
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all ages. The previously mentioned study of how a young woman
earned quarters for jogging accordiqg to the criteria of Cooper s
program illustrates _how a token program can be very successfay
combined with his program to 'mprove someone's physical well-,being substantially. (101)

%

PUNISHMENT PROcEDURES
- When students engage in behaviors which are dangerous in any
way, which seriously interfere with their own learning or that of
others, or which for other reasons may be deemed by a teacher or
others to be maladaprive, teachers will want tO decrease these kinds
of behaviors very quickly. Because, numerous studies have
demonstrated that merely ignoring behaviors often won't make
them go away (130,183), it is necessary to do something to stop or
decrease the behaviors quickly. An excellent discussion of, the na-.
ture of punishment that will help to dispel many common miscon-
ceptions can be found in a very informative book of use to teachers,
coaches, and parents. (12)

Unfortunately when many individuals try to punish others for
their inappropriate behaviors, they often do so in a vindictive and
harsh manner. Students may be made to do something they don't
like to do, they may be kept after school, or they may,even be sus-
pended from school or an athljtic team. If a student swears at a
teacher, it would not be uncommon for the teacher to hold a
grudge against' the srudenr . As a reSult of this grudge, the teacher
won't interact with the student in the future -as positively'as in the
immediate past, and the effect of this will be that the student will be
ignored by the teacher sometimes when he or she is behaving ap-
propriately. Holding a grudge has the effect of reducing positive
social interaction between individuals. Ignoring the appropriate be-
haviors of students who have misbehaved is a very common error
-of both teachers and parents. It is crucial nor to be vindictive;not to
hold grudges against students, not to use excessively harsh punish-
ments, and not to ignore the appropriate behaviors of students if
one wants to bring inappropriate behaviors under control. Th-e

-511-011-14- Away s=-01.KAT ,rhe-st u d eat being-good-and -interact
positively, whether or not the student has behaved inappropriately
in the immediate past. Catching students only when they are being
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bad does nothing to increase more appropriate behaviors.
students are taught to exhibit appropriate behaviors that are incom-
patible with_their inapproprfate behaviors, they would be,sure to be .

behaving appropriately since they can't be doing twci things at the
same time, A rule in using the behavior-modiScation approach is to
always catch students being good. Try to catch them being- good
100 percent of the time. When students behave in a manner which
warrants doing something to decrease that particular _behavior
quickly, an appropriate punishment procedure can be used. At-the
same time the teacher should continue to' catch the Stndent being ,

,

good.
Any consequence, as long as it decreases the frequency-of a be-

havior in the future, can function as a punishment. ,Cminting and/or -
charting one's own behavior maY result in a-Oecrease,in the be-
havior. (23) Temporarili removing a student froth a situation for .

behaving inappropriately (tinie-out) may alsQ decrease the fre-
quenCy of certain behaviors. (237) The firne-out'procedure can be
very effective if used correctly (14.); it can also be used with a whole
group of students, even on a moving,school biis. (183) A Very flexi-
ble, and effective punishment procedure which can- be used with
either individuals or a whole group of students involVes a -fining
procedure, and is called -response cost. (103) In response cast, in-
dividuals lose points or tokens or privileges when they exhibit an
inappropriate behavior. Examples of the use of response cost
procedures with single individuals can be found in a variety of
places. (47,68,80,103) The previously mentioned study of pole
vaulting used response cost procedure with 'each athlete. (21)
Using response cost procedurs with whole groups or classes of
students has also been extensively studied. (86) The studies where
all of the children lost recreation rime for rule infractions (173), or
where a weight room would be closed for everyone if a certain
number of weights were left on the floor (49), are examples of
group response cost procedures. In an interesting study done with
a number of high school gym classes, the total number of students
corning to class on time increased when a group response cost
procedure was used. Having the whole class repeat some exercises

=
suaLit _atmistod e nr ss Is late le d immed lately

to almost perfect punctuality for each of five different classes
(68:134=37)
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It ,sh (Ad be mentioned that although chiN particular punishment
techniqtle worked, this kind of 3 group procedure, where all suffer
for the mistakes of others, can,produce a number of unwarited and
setimis side effects! Studetiii may become very hostile toward the

= _

late arriving students, and this -might adversly affect their social
interactions. It can also affect the students inreractions with their
physical education teacher, who may be considered to be unfdir,
Any kind of group-punishment technique can backfire or produce
serious unwanted side effects unless used carefully. This is one
reason to learn carefully the _fundamentals of the behavioral ap-

'proach before attempting to use it,'and why one should carefully
read and study the published wdrks of others who have previously
used such procedures successfully. Doing this will help to prevent
failures. A recent article reviewing the Use of g,roup yirocedures in
the schools (86), amOng others, would need to be consulted before
attemptingto use a procedure such as that mentioned above.

-To be effective, punishment procedures should be applied
consistenzly ( 173), and the consequences should occur immediately
after a student exhibits the behavior, instead of a few hOurs, days,
or weeks later, (49) Several sources very useful to teachers ',and
coaches provide step-by-step models ofvarious punishment and
reinforcement procedures audiovisually. (26,29) Ad important
guideline in using behavior modification procedures of any kind is
that one should be thoroughly versed in the behavior modifi-Cation -

approach and the particular proce4mares being Used. Regardless of
what one may be trying to accomplish, by 'first reading others re-
search, and then pinpointing, counting, charting, changing environ-
rnents, and continually monitoring and evaluating what is happen-'

4-ing Al of this will help students improve their behaviors,
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KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT BY USING
SELF-MODIFICATION PROCEDURES

Developing life4ong physical fitness skills is the Most iinpOrtant
goal of any physical education, curriculum. Most individials, un-
fortunately, haven't developed such skills,,and as a result most
adults aren't as physically fit, active, or healthy as theiripshould be.

(93) A proper-diet and regular exekise alay be very-important for
-everyone, but. most people find'it .difficult to do either and con-
sequently develop cardiovascular and other kinds of health prc:ib-
lems. Sinc:e the problem is o pervaive, there is a growing natiorial
concern forkeeping physically'fit.

It has been sumested that a very important em&ging role for the
physical educator could be that of an e.,sercise specialist on healsh
teams. In order to function in this capatity such Tpecialists would,
have to be btoadLy trained in physicaceducation and humah-be-
havior, as well as be skilled in techniques forgeding indivijualmO
change and modify their lifestyles so Eqpt they will exercise
properly. (62) Dererthining and prescribing what kinds of exercises
a particular individual should do, along with their ituensity, fre-
quency and duration; is relatively easy foilthe .physical educator.
But getting individuals to do them on tHir owh, ill a self-motivated
and conscientious manner, can be 've:ry difficult. Doing this often
involves changing anq modifying a lifestyle, The-behavior Aodifica-
tion approach 6n make substantial contributions nor only in-help-
ing to Solve these problems, but in teaching she young life-long
physical fitness habiand skills.
.._Gztsing_you_ng, children,. youhg ;1dults, or adults to exercise on

_their o ewn iimounts to getting them Co improv ai-d-Mairifairi-theif---

9 6
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. own behavion by themselves. In effect they are.being asked to use
self-Modification procedures. Teaching individuals how to improve
their own behaviors by using sel&modification prOcedures is a very
un rtani and extensive-area of applied behavior modification re-
search. Research on kelping physdly unfit adults to exercise cor-.

reedy and frequentli ihouldn't be Overlooked by the Physical edu-
;cators. Being involved actively in changing and improving one's
own behavior is a very important element of the behavior modifica-
tion approach. In fact, all of the .behavior modificatiOn procedures
which haVe been discussed in this guide may be used as techniques
for teaching individuals how to change and improve their own be-

-hiviors.--Furdtermore, an individual could apply-these procedures
-to his own, behavior directly. Under these circumstances behavior .

modifieation prcicedures 'become sell-imProyement procedures.
This canwork for nervous habits of various kinds, such as fingernail
biting or scratching. It can also work for such things as talking-out
in school (23), or swimming. (149) Benjamin Franklin used, for his

ay, rather sophistieated If-modification procedures to help him
mprove such virtues as t mperance, frugalky, and moderation.

(112) He kept a dai e of the illimber otT errors heu.made in
exhibiting each of 3 different virttes. At the end of each day, he
consulted die ta-ble o determine virtues he was not practicing well
enough, and this 1 edback helped him to identify the virtues that
required mo . Each- day he tried to keep the table for that
day completely free 'of tallies, for each tally would indicate he histd
erred on one of the virrues. He found this procedure to be quite
successful for him, We have come a long way since the days of Ben
Franklin, and some current research has been devoted to determin-
ing the most optimal ways to use self-modification procedures.
(105,136) Quite a few4books 'have also been written on the topic.
(151,231,241) One of these books devotes an entire chapter to the
use of such procedures for developing'one's sports behaviors (246),
although the discussion is very general.

These behavior moctification self-improvement bookg are quite
suitable for classes in high school and college and for use with most
adults..They discuss the: technicalities and practicalities of using the

'behavior modification approach for self-modification. Each of them
goes througlythe steps _discussed thus far in this guide, pinpointing
behaviors to be improved, counting and charting rhem, changing

9 7



something ih order to improve the behavior (antecedents and/or
consequerices) , and then, done didn't succeed, trying again.

To illustrate how the behavior modification approach can be suc-
cessfully used to help adults improve their present:level of exercis-

-ing, several examples of self-snodification of exercising will be
briefly discussed. These projects, with one exception, were done
by indiNicluals ranging in age from the earlY 20's to mid-40's. Each
of them learneil how to apply the behavior modification approach
to their exercising behaviors while enrolled in a graduate .course
on behavior modificatiorr. -Although these- particular individuals
learned these skills taking a college graduate-level course, the skills
can be taught in ally setting, in or-out of school, and to individuals
of any- age, or educational- backgroundsfTable 6 shows the exercis-
ing behaviors each of them wanted to improve, the .general,
procedure they used, and the results they obtained.

It should be mentioned that the individuals whose self-modificaP
n projects are represented in Table .6 had tried unsuccessfully-to

improve dick exercising on their own before they began to use a
self-modification procedure. In this respect they are representative
of the millioris of individuals who know that they .should be doing
something positive to keep physically fit, but don't actually do so.
The succ6s each of these individuals experienced .in a very short
period of time shows how powerful and effective the behavior
modification approach is in helping people CO keep physically fit.

Three of these self-modification projects involved the use of
activity reinforcements_ One woman wanted to increase 'the
amount of time she spent practicing ballet at home. (28) During 7
days of baseline observations she averaged around 12 minutes of
practice a day, 20 minutes being the most she ever practiced. She
enjoyed leisure,tirne reading of various sorts, and so she decided
that she would give herself 1 minute of readipg time-for every
minute she practiced her ballet beyond 20 minutes a day_ Thus the
only way she could engage in any leisure-time reading was
practice her ballet rrfore than-20 minutes a day. On the first day
practiced 30 minutes, and-on the second she practiced 75 Minu es.
During.the 5-week period that she continued to keep a chart o her
ballet practice shevaveraged around 60 minutes practice a ay, a
400 percent increase over her aVerage practice time during ba-
'saline period_ Her increased practice resulted-in several nt etcon-

eq,uences, both of which helped her to continue practici g and
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TABLE 6SOME EXAMPLES OF HOW ADULTS HAVE USiD
THE BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION APPROAC,H TO IMPROVE

EXERCISING AND SPORTS BEHAVIORS

Behavior Self-Modification Procedure Results

ballet practice activity reinforcement (leisure-
at home time reading)

Yoga-exercises activity reinforcement (news-
paper reading)

increase from 12_to 60
m inu tes/day

Increase from 0 to 20
m i nu tes/day

lap swtirn activity reinforcement
(teFevision- watch ing)

.increase from-20 to 40
laps/day

Niles of golf token reinforCement (money.
skip mowing the lawn:nde
to pro lessons)

increase from 4 to 12
holes/day

six diffbrent
exercises

tgken reinforcement (money
for sailing tri0)..

oncrease tram 4 to 14 push-
ups and 9 to 30 other
exercises/6a

three daferent token reinforcement (money ,incease from 65 to 102
exercises, for paperback hooks) exercises/day

walking response-cost punishment increase from 4 to 28
(donate $5 to charity for blocks/dav
walking fewer than 20
blocks)

Improve her ballet skills, During the hest two, days of her self-
, improvement program her ballet teacher praised her very warmly
for her improved performance in class_ As she practiced more and
more, she noticed a visible -change in her musculature and in the
flexibility of her joints and limbs. Both of these consequenLes
which were produced by increased practice were considered by her
to be very important in helping her tecontinue in her ballet
practice at home. .

Another worn-in u_ .d an activity reinforcement to help her do
her Yoga exercisLs_ _ She had bought a popular book on how to
get slimmer by doing Y ga exercises, but although she had enjoyed
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reading the book, she rarely practidkid the exerdsesiind might go ai
long as.a month or so without ever doing any Yoga exercises. Oh
vioUsly, reading the book was not enough to get hvt- to do the
exercises: Assuming that her experience is somewhat representa-
riVe of the effect& such self-help books have, her project shbws how
_useful the behavior modification approach can be in taking a book
describing physical exercises, and implemthiting it .to ger actual .`

physical exercising. During a 7-day baseline period she never Prac-
ticed her Yoga exercises. She decided to Take newspaper reading :

dependent upbn doing Yoga exercisesand -she further-decided
that she 'would give herself -2.'minutes of riewspaper reading for

-each-miniute of yoga-exeicising she did. On the first-day sbe began
her projeet she practiced ber Yoga for 12 minutes, and for the next

. &day period she wai doing it an average of 20 minutes a day:One
effect of her success in exercising regularly was that she felt much
better after exereising,': and that she even- looked forvrard to her
exercise sessions each-day (something she had never 4one before).

Aciracriviry reinforcement was -also used by a nlim Who wanted tO .
increase the number of laps he swain each day in an Olympic-sized
pool. (72) During 5 days of baseline recording-he swam 20 laps a
day. He decided to Make his TV watching dependent upon the
number of laps he swam, and he gave himself 2 minutes of TV
watching° for each -lap over 20 that he swam each day. On the first
day of his self-modification program he swam 35 laps, an increase
of 15 over his baseline efforts. During the next week and a half he
averaged around -40 laps a day, a 100 percent increase over his
ba5eline performance. On several days he swam 60 la&s, more than
hellad ever swum in hiS lifetime.-

Three of rhe projects summarized in Table 6 involved the use of
a token reinforcement -procedure.- In one of these an elementary
school principal taught his son how to use a self-improvemerir
procedure to increase the number, of holes of golf he played eaeh

-day. (51rHe wanted his son to play golf fbt his own sake and also
he wanted him to try Out for the high school golf team. For 5 days,
each day he casually asked his son how many holes of golf he plaYed
that day at a nearby golf course, He obtainej his baseline data in
this fashion, and it showed that his son averaged 4 holes of golf a
day; It varied from a high of 9 holes per day to 0 holes on 2 days
when he didn't play at all. At this point 'the boy's father asked his
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.son roleep a record of ale holei of golf he played each day, ancr
s told him char he would chart the record for him each day. For the
next 5 dayi his son played every day and averaged 6 holes per day.
Then he instituted a token program with his son/for the next 5
days. The son agreed that he-would receive a token for each hole of
golf he played each day. The_tokens he would earn'by playing golf
were exchangable for a nuMber of mutually agreed upon things.
Each`token could be tdrned in for. 150, 45 tokens could be turned
in for the privilege of nOE cutting the lawn (one of his weekly

. chores), 15 tokens could be turned in for the privilege of not cut-
ting any of rkree differerit sections of the lavn, some tokens could

turned in for a basket of golf balls at a driving range, or some to-
kens could be turned in for.a ride io the golf pro for golf lessons .

ing the first day of the token procedure he shot 17 holes of
and averaged 12 holes per day during the 5 days of the token

program.
One man used a tokensystem to increase his frequency of doing

ix different exercises, push-ups, sit-ups, squat thrusts, kg lower-
mg1- trunk rolls, and jumping jacks. (48) During 7 days of baseline
counting he-averaged only 4 push-ups per day, and around 9 each
of the ocher exercises. Then he began a three-phase token program
in litich he had to eiceed his previous week's performance for
each exercise in order to earn tokens (a shaping procedure); Each
token was worth a certain amount of moneY. The tokens could be
accumulated arid -exthanged for money to pay for a weekend sailing
trip, During the last week of trhis program he was averaging- 14
push-ups a day, and 30 each for each of the .other exercises. He
increased the time he was exercising from 1-5 minutes during
baseline to 45 minutes during the end of his roken progrAnarr
increase of 200 percent, and he increased the number of exercises
he was doing by 300 percept. He mentioned that the three phase

gram allowed hirn jo increase gradually without any undiie dls-
fbmforc or inconVenience. Gradual increases in physical a0vity is,
desirable. lt is a basic component of Cooper's aerobic -training
program (40), and k facilitated exereising in this case, although the

.Individual was not uSing Cooper's program. Even sO, this 'project
illustrates how one can receive tokens for a number of different
exercises, something which is built into Cooper's program.

A woman also used a token procedure-to increase her exercising.

a
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(203) She wanted.to idcrease how often she did sit4s, swivel toe-
toucheS, and leg-raises. Her goal was to do at least 100 of them in
any combinaxion each day. During the 4 days of charting her .

_baseline, the number of her exercises done increased frbm 65 to 88
per day she mentioned that just counting and charting the exercis-
.
ing made her very much aware of what she was doing each day, and
that thii helped her improve her exercising. This4s an examele of
charting functioning as greinfdrcement. During the next 5 says she
decided to give herself IV for each exercise she did: The ificiney sh
paid herself for exercising would be used to get a numbey of paper-

,back books she -very much wanted. During_these 5 days she
averaged around 102 exercises.a day.

The last example in Table 6 shows how_a wornan used a punish-
ment procedure to help her increase the amount of walking she
does each day. (224) She had been iised to getting from place to.
place by usingpublic transportationsubways, buses, and taxis.
When she took 5 days of baseline recording on her walking she
found that sfie only walked around 4.blocks a day. She set a gpal of
at least 20 blocks a day (around 1 mile) and decided to .use a "

response cost procedure (103) to increase her walking. If s'he didn't
- walk at least 20 BlOcks a day, then she Would -punish' herself by

writing our a check for $5 to some. charity. At the rime she was 41S-
ing this procedure she was unemployed and spending money on'
charity would have been a burden for her. The first day she imple-
mented' thii- response cost punishment procedure she walksd 26
blocks. For the next 10 days that she recorded her walking under
the punishment contingency/ she walked between 20 to 37 blocks a .

day, averaging 28 blocks per day, an.increase of 600 percent over
ber baseline walking performance-Because she had never vTallsed
less than the minimum namber a( blocks she set for-herself, she
never had to pay any fine.

As each- of the self-modification projects shoWs, adults can easily ..

learn how to apply behavior m2dification Procedures to improve
their physical fitness. The case of the elementary school principal
shows how a fathej who learned about this approath helped one of
his childien to exercise more frequently and to become more
-proficient in a sports activity. These are but a few examples 'of how .
adults throughout- the country are learning to usekth.e behavior
modification approach to improve their physical fitness. The suc-
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cess which was obtained in teachings-These ra tilts hovi to use self-
modifichtion procedures to improve their eiteicising cap be re-
peared 'by physical educators Who- matter the fundamentals of the
behavior modification approach and apply it in their own settings.
Once phylical educators learn the ABC's of the behavioi mbdifical
don approach, it can become for them a. vertip_importaiir tool in
helpins.them to better teach individuals of any age to improve their
physical fitness.
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THE FUTURE OF THE 'BEHAVIOR

MOITAPHYS A1 EDUCATION
TION APPROACH IN

On rhe basis of the discussion in this report on the applications of
behavior modification procedures for helpings students, athletes,
and adults imProve their physical fitnesr: athletic, and/or social be--
haviore, one can only conclude that the behavior modification ap-
proach is hhly useful in helping to implemenr physical education
curricblums into practice. There- are other areas, within physical
education, teaching health education, teaching automobile driving
skills, supervising individuals in- recreational or leiuire-time 7

sactivities, and managing athletic and recreational activities in Camp-
ing faCilities, where rhe behavior modification approach can also be
quite helpful. These areas have also been extensively studied by be-
havior modification researchers. A brief.discussion of some of the
behavioral research in thes'e areas will show that the future of the
behavior modification approach in physical education goes far be-
yond what many would expect.

Supervising and training individuals in recreational and leisure-
me activities and sports is kr, area which should expand rapidly in

the near future as the amount of rime available for leisure has been
increasing over the years. Applications of the behavior modifica-
tion approach in this area can be found in studies oGchildren of
various ages (172,173), of retarded individuals (181,22J , and of
geriatric adults. (14 Many times physical educators may'function
in managerial roles where they have to supejvise others who .

provide rgerearional services directly. Behavioral procedures can
be of use to the fnanager as well. (125) For example, behavioral

t
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procedures have beeti- shown to be very effective ,in getting
adolescsent jahysical education aides to adequately perform such
roles as outdoor recreation or tournament supervisors. (172) Al-
thou& physical eslucarors Who work in outdoor camping situations
have many pf the same problems as those working indoors, there
are some that are peculiar to the camping situations. A summary of
behavior Modification in camp settings can be found in -a 'book
which is devoted ehtirely to using the behavior modification ap-
proach in camping. (182)

AlthoUgh relatively tittle behavior modification _research has
been directly dipue, on teaching automobile driving skills, those
physical .educators who are involved in driver -training can quite
easily .make use of basic behavi6ra1 principles and proceduresito
help them teach safe driving habit's. BehaVior modification
procedure? have been developed for helping individuals to reduce
the frequency of accidents ( lop, even those which are alcohol-re-
laced. (126) One inreresting study demonstrated how to use be-
havioral procedures td.reach young children auro-pedesrrian spfery
behaviors. (94) . .

The general consens6s among physical educators is that helping
students with personal health problems ihould be ab inrcgral part
of any physical education curriculum. (169) Teaching individuals
proper healrh practices and helping them correct improper health-_.
related -behaviors are very important. This area has been quite
thoraighly investigated and beitavioral procedures have been used
to improve a wide variety of cammon health problems. (99) Drug
addiction,. alcoholism, smoking, and overearihg leading to obesity
have been quite thoroughly studied, .and a number of different re-
medial and preventative procedbres have been developed to deal ,
with these Problems. A recent behavioral journal, Addictive Be-
haviors, is entirely devoted to publishing behavioral articles on
dealing with drug addiction,- alcoholism, smoking, and obesitya
sign that the amount of work being done in these areas is very
substantial.- Two books have chapters ing recent behavioral
work done on- the addicrions (44, :6), and their 'usefulness to
physical educators should be imm diately apparerit. Several re-
views of behavior modofication research on weight/ reduction are
quire instructive. (221,222) One pf them traces rhe history of both
medical and behaviorafresearch on weight reduction (221)
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con fling chair behavior Modification procedures have been
-demOnstrated to be the most effective techniques yet developed to
teach overweight individuals t6 change their eating habits so as to

a lose substantial amounts of weight, and most important, keep from
regaining the lost weight. An excellent guide for using behavior
tOodifieation procedures in weight reduction programs diSeusses
many practical details of the procedures. (220) r

The application of behavioral procedurd to persopal heakh pro-
blems at this stage of developmenr of the behavior modification ap .
roach_ has been So successful that ofie can be very optimistic about
hat this approach will offel- in the very near future. This optimism

.

. has-been reflected in -an article which recenM appeared in one of
'the most important medical journals in the world; the New England
journal of Medicine. The article is on the role of behavior modifica-
tion in p'reVentive medicfne.ghe authors of the articl make a.very
strong statemec about the future (Ahoy of the behavior modifica-
tion approXch:

Although much work remains to be done, We believe that the suc-
cessful application of behavioral principles .to problems in preven-
tive medicine may(prove to be 3s important a contribution to
medical pracrice as rhrevelopmenr of effective antibacterial agents,
was'in the first hakfofrjie centwy. (176:1277)

One important goSal of ph- ysical education is teaching indivrduals
..-

lifelong sound health practices. Physical educators who learn about
and use the behavior modification approach with their students
and/or atVefes, will find the it can help them in meeting this and ,
other important physical education goals.
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